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Funding Plan
Would Shift
Money To UK
BOWLING GREEN, K)'
API --- A published report
says that the state Council on
Higher Education has proposed
a change in the way state
money is allocated.
According to the report, the
change in allocations could increase tuition by 30 percent
over the next two years at some
state universities.
A copyrighted story that appeared in Thursday editions of
the College Heights Herald, the
Western Kentucky University
newspaper, said that Council
Director Harry Snyder and his
Staff have been working on the
preliminary report since
January.
The proposal may undergo.
action at a Nov 12 meeting of
the Council, the newspaper
said.

A 'light drizzle, did not dampen spirits Friday
night as Suzanne Pitman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. J. Pitman, was crowned Murray High School
Homecoming Queen before a Tiger victory over,
Greenville 38-0.
A vivacious Pitman was. crowned during pregame ceremonies at Ty Holland Stadium. Other
finalists were Mary Burke, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Burke, and Sharlisa Ford, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Ford. Last year's queen, Tammy Campbell, presented Pitman with the crown
and a bouquet of yellow murns.
At left, Greg Cain, senior, escorts the newly
crowned Pitman to the sidelines moments after she
was named queen.
Cheering the Tigers to victory beneath an umbrella (top photo) was the homecoming court,from
left, Mary Burke, queen Suzanne Pitman and
Sharlisa Ford. (Complete game coverage on page

Business Women To Be Honored By 13813W
Five "Business Women of the
Day" will be named by the
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club during
National Business Women's
Week,Oct. 18-24.
Each of the women has
distinguished herself during
her career and was selected by
the membership of the Murray
B&PW Club for the honor, according to Kathy Hake, club
president. One woman will be
named each day,. Monday
through Friday, in The Murray
Ledger & Times and WSJP
radio's community news. Other

activities are planned for National Business Women's Week.
The first is the annual Prayer
Breakfast Sunday, Oct. 18, at
The Boston Tea Party when a
B&PW member will be named
"Woman of the Year."
A tea honoring retired
members of Murray B&PW
will be Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m.
at the home of Agnes
McDaniel.
Mary Jane Littleton will be
the guest speaker at a dinner
meeting Tuesday, Oct. 20, at
6:30 p.m. at the University
Center, Murray State. The

Front Porch Swing Quartet will
provide entertainment.
Oh Friday, Oct. 23, the annual friendship luncheon will
be at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord from il a.m. to 2
p.m. All working women are invited to this luncheon.
Current officers of the Murray club are Hodge, president;
Brenda Rowland, vice presi:
dent; Doris Rowland, recording. secretary,; ,Linda Carter,
corresponding secretary; and
Betty Lou Hill, treasurer.
The Murray B&PW Club was
founded in 1927 and has been

active in Murray ever since.
Through activities such as
those during National Business
Women's Week, the National
Federation and the Murray
Club seeks to promote the interests of women in business
and the professions.
The federation, the nation's
largest organization of working
women, also attempts to bring
about a spirit of. cooperation
among business and professional women and extends opportunities to business and professional 'women through
educational activities, Hodge
said.

J David Cole, chainnan of
the Western board of regents.
said he was "outraged" by the
prelinunary report. and Audit
would mean that the University.
of Kentucky would receive 46
percent, instead of its current
41 percent. of the state's money
for universities
"If the council staff proposal
is implemented, it will absolutely destroy Murray.
Western, Eastern, Morehead,
Kentucky State and Northern,"
Cole said
"They will no longer be able
to function as universities except in an extremely limited
sense and perhaps in a community college sense.- he said
On Tuesday, Snyder
reportedly discussed the Model
dubbed by opponents as "the
Continued On Page Two) .

'Development To Remain
Top Chamber Priority
Economic development shall are optimist' about Murray's
continue to be the number one future industrial growth "
The existing industry compriority of the MurrayCalloway . Chambe'r of Corn- mittee has co-sponsored an apMerre, according to David preciation dinner with some 800
_Graham, vice president and co- persons participating Larry
ordinating officer of that divi- Wright, chairman, said "Our
plans are to Call periodically on
sion.
"The providing of jobs either all our existing industry to let
through new industry, expan- them know of our interest and
sion' of existing, or other
I Continued On Page Two)
economic activities has got to
be our goal as a chamber of
commerce if Murray and
Calloway County are to realize
Lows tonight in the upper
its potentiaLs as a good place to
50s. Rain ending early. Sunlive and work," Graham said.
day morning, then clearing
"We shall continue to strive for
skies. Windy and cooler with
full employment that provides
highs in the mid to upper fins
adequate income for our people
Winds will be northwesterly
to enjoy living in and being a
at 15 to 25 mph on Sunday
part of this conununity."
Chance of rain is 30 percent
Within the economic developSunday morning.
'ment division are four commitMonday through Wednesday
tees. They • are: new industry,
Little or no ram expected
existing industry, sites and
Highs mostly in the 60s. 1.0w
buildings, and retail promomostly the upper 30s to mid
tion.
40s.
New industry chairman,
Harold Doran, reported Murray has attracted more inOne Section--14 Pages
dustrial prospects this year
11
Aces
than any town in Kentucky.
11
Business Page
"However, we realize the
12, 13
Classifieds ..
odds of locating a plant since
12
Crosswords
statistics show that you locate
Comics ...
only about one plant for each
4
Dear Abby .
100 that visit you. We have
4
Dr. Lamb
already made one preliminary
7
Fins & Feathers
announcement, Kroger, and
4,5
Horoscopes.
this is taking a considerable
4,5
Local Scene
amount of our staff's time in
14
Obituaries 7'
finalizing their plans."
Doran concluded by saying
Opinion Page
8,/I
"even .with a slow-down in pro_Sports
spects, due to the economy, we

rain ending

today's index

Christopher Reflects About Changes in Office
By PHYLLIS J. OSBORNE
Staff Writer
Ron Christopher is leaving
an entirely different job than
the one he accepted nearly
seven years ago.
When the Commonwealth's
Attorney for the 42nd judicial
district leaves office in
January, he retires from
what began as a part-time
position. Today the Commonwealth's attorney has not
only a new system under
which to work but also two
assistants to help him administer the duties of the office.
"When I was appointed by
Gov. Wendell Ford after
Clayton (then . Coi:nmonwealth's attorney Boyce
Clayton resigned) 'in
December 1974 the position
was considered a part-time
one. There was whelp from
or.oc#7'.1.,2111brAhair
tbr
-4101twasittplired by,law,"
he explained.
...Today, not only has the
-district itself undergone
•changes but the job is
much more time consuming.
With the passage of the

Before the amendment part-time employee has come as much as they are now, just
judicial amendment several
s
Commonwealth'
ago,
years
- 4 --passed commonwealth's at- to an office with two to support a judiciary that did
torney's were paid from the assistants and two part time not use plea agreements," he
Attorneys also felt some
to
fines and forfeitures of the secretaries. The state also said.
ramifications, according
He went on to explain
county. Christopher felt this reimburses commonwealth's
Christopher. Also, since he
plea agreements
sometimes
office
exsome
for
attorneys
important
change was
has been in office the district
are termed "plea bargains."
because some, prosecutors penses.
has gone from three counties
Christopher feels the "1 really don't like that term
across the state had earned
to two. Christopher explained
issues facing a new I have never felt a defendant
critical
by
could
they
salary
part
the
once
county,
all
Livingston
January arid February. official are the need to main- got a bargain from me," he
of the 42nd judicial district
"There was a problem with tain a very good relationship said.
was moved from the district
Christopher, who has
some prosecutors in that if with law enforcement. LI feel
leaving the commonwealth's
enjoyed being in
"always
the
as
far
as
fortunate
very
j
early
salary
they earned their
attorney with only two areas
in the year, they didn't feel three people that have served politics," will return to the
to serve.
such a large obligation for the with me as commonwealth's private practice of law when
After Christopher had servremainder of the year," he detective. They have done a his term ends. But, when askin
he
months
six
office
ed only
very good job in terms of ed about future'politival
explained.
was able to secure a grant
me in touch with law aspirations, he is r,•%nctimkeeping
reform
judicial
the
With
that allowed him the funds to
mittal. "I'll consider all opamendment prosecutors then enforcement," he said.
hire a detective to assist him
have
open to me." .
portunities
Plea
agreements
of
obligation
became the total
in his work.
His political motivation has
the state 4nd were paid by been a source of public inJust two months later he
RON CHRISTOPHER
state funds. During thattime terest and sometimes .a been solely to help the com"secured gnother grant that
by At- source of controversy. munity and state, he explainwas
Christopher
in
an
to
assis- monwealth's .attorney
hire
allowed me
torney General Stevens to Christopher pointed out if the ed.
tant." He explained until January. • '
"I think we all have to
about 18 Months ago the assisThe Judicibl. Reform serve on a task force that judicial assistant did not use
tant had always been in Mar- amendnient passed in 1975 studied various prosecutorial plea agreements it would .strive to mike our comJake !our circuit.judgec. A munity a tiettwla,cklo
!41. a.1117,v1i4„,,,i3ut when_tben. -brimght about PF.98,WiltiVriat
prosecutor With a staff Ot ai'V'we don't do tiuseffe comgroup,
"Mat
United,
explain-Mike
'Christopher
Ward
resignreffThin.
assistant
least
stir attorneys as well as munity quits growing.
Advisory
ed, Bill Pinkston was hired as ed he worked hard in 191 not the Prosecutor's
"Once yoliquit growing you
personnel and law
support
the
.
the
developed
his
tO
re-election
Council,
CChristopher's assistant. only to gairke
'Ward, who was victorious in post but also in support of the • system now .used by Ken- enforcement officers to try all die. If you have children you
-The cases before the courts. want them to have a better
the May Prunary and is unOp- 'reforms the new judicial . Nay.
"Taxpayers would have to place to start was when y6u
only
with
began
Kento
what
brought
So,
will
amendment
d in November,
Christopher considered as'a feed the system at lest twice started."
replace Christopher as Corn- tucky.
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Social Security Taxes_ Going Up Next Year
earn $15,045 and pay $1,008.02in
WASHINGTON (AP') —
Security taxes.
Social
Social Security taxes will inLow-income workers who
crease next year by about $100
earn $6,968 in 1981 will pay
for the average worker and
$463.37 to Social Security; next
almost $200 for those paying the
year, the agency said, their inmaximum payroll levy, the
come is expected to rise to
government says.
$7,636 and their tax to $511.61, a
The maximum Social Securiincrease. _ _
$48
just
four
ty tax, under $1,000
For the self-employed, next
years ago, will jump to
12,170.80 in 1982, the Social - - year's tax rate will increase to
9.35 percent from the 9.3 perSecurity Administration said
cent this year. The maximum
Friday.
tax
*ill be $3,029.40 on income
maximum
or
base,
wage
The
of 04,400, an increase of
earnings subject to the payroll
$267.30.
tax, will jump to $32,400 from
The wage base rises
this year's ceiling Of $29,700.
automatically each year as the
For workers earning that
average wages of workers inmuch, the maximum tax will
crease. The Reagan adclimb $195.75 above this year's
ministration predicted earlier
top of $1,975.05.
this year that it would rise to
But all workers, regardless
$32,100 in 1982.
of their income, will pay more
in 1982 for Social Security's
The agency also announced
retirement, disability, surother changes taking effect
vivors' and Medicare
Jan. 1, 1982:
coverage. The tax rate itself
—The maximum amount of
will go up slightly from 6.65 to
earnings,that any beneficiary
6.7 percent for both employees
under age 65 may earn without
and their employers.
losing any benefits will inCongress established the
crease from $4,080 in 1981 to
higher tax rate in 1977, as part
$4,440 in 1982. Benefits are
of a program to bail Social
reduced $1 for every $2 earned
Security out of an earlier fiscal
above that amount.
crisis. If Congress had not
—Beneficiaries aged 65
acted, the Social Security tax in
through 71 will be able to earn
1982 would have been only 6.3
percent on income up to $24,300, $6,000 in 1982 without losing
benefits, up from $5,500 this
or a maximum tax of $1,531.
year. Those 72 or older can
The Social Security Addraw full benefits no matter
ministration said the average
how much they earn. Originalworker will pay almost $100
ly, those 70 and older were supmore in Social Security taxes in
posed to have that right star1982, due to rising salaries and
ting Jan. 1, 1982, but it was
the higher tax rates.
delayed a year as part of the
The agency noted that an
1982 budget cuts enacted by
average worker earning $13,729
Cpngress.
in 1981 is paying $912.98 in
—The amount of earnings reSocial Security taxes. Next
quired
for a quarter of
year, that worker is expected to

coverage will increase from
$310 to $340. Most current
workers will need 40 quarters,
or 10 years under Social Security, to draw benefits, although
some now nearing retirement
can qualify with fewer
quarters.
Earlier Friday, a top Social
Security official acknowledged
that Social Security's trust
funds could have earned $1

billion more in interest last
year if they had been invested
to get the highest rates of
returns.
Nevertheless, Robert J.
Myers, deputy commissioner
for programs, defended the
current investment programs
as treating both the trust funds
and the Treasury fairly.
If Social Security adopted a
strategy to roll over its in-

COMMUNICATIONS PROBLEM — It almost takes a
computer to figure out which way to go at this intersection
off the east by-pass in Bryan, Texas. At right is a telephone

vestments to always get the
highest current yield, he said,
that strategy "would be very
advantageous to Social Security, but very disadvantageous —
and, in fact, inequitable — to
the general Treasury."
Myers said the Treasury
would then have to pay higher
interest out of general
revenues. This,-be charged,
"would be an indirect form of

general revenue financing for
Social Security."
He said the old-age and
disability funds earned an 8.4
percent rate of interest on their
investments iiethe fear ending
June 30, 1980,"whereas private
money market managers currently earn about 13 percent."
Myers said Social Security is
getting that much on its latest
investments.

company employee working on phone lines that will increase the number of messages crossing the intersection —
but at least drivers won't have to look at those.

Senate Closer To Approving AWACS Sale
Amendment
Not An issue
Gov.Brown Says
Gov. John Y. Brown said that Perfonnel Board (lid not have
the proposed constitutional the authority to make such a
amendment that would allow ruling. He said the board was
state officers — including the guilty of "adjudicatory excess"
governor — to succeed in finding Barkley guilty of sexthemselves in office "is an ually harassing a former
issue that really doesn't have female employee.
any issue."
Brown said he thought the
In remarks to a luncheon au- press had blown the incident
dience in Bowling Green on Fri- out of proportion.
day, Brown said no argument
In a visit to Franklin, Brown
against,the amendment makes donned a hardhat and toured a
any sense and added that $58 million gasohol plant under
continuity must be established
construction.
in the state government.
Brown was escorted around
Brown also talked about his the 4 0 acre Kentucky
administration, budget cuts to
Agricultural Energy
higher edkcation, industry --Association plant-site-by comlocating within the state, and
pany president James Robert
the ruling on state Agriculture
Wade.
Commissioner Alben Barkley
Brown went to the industry
site near Interstate 65 in SimpThe governor said he was son County to announce that the
"happy for Alben" that a ruling
state Transportation Departof sexual harassment by the
ment will widen U.S. 31-W in
state Personnel Board had
front of the plant.
been set aside by Franklin CirWork on the highway project,
cuit Court.
which will cost $226,000, is
Judge Henry Meigs said the
scheduled to begin next spring.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan, adding
another vote to his side with a
new round of personal lobbying, is moving closer toward
Senate approval of his sale of
AWACS radar plane to Saudi
'Arabia.
After meeting with Reaon
on Friday, one senator announced his support for the $8.5
billion arms deal and two
others who had been leaning
against the sale said they were
now undecided. Three opponents said they promised
Reagan that they would keep
open minds.
Reagan's meetings Friday
with seven senators narrowed
the Senate lineup against the
sale to 51-37 according to the
latest Associated Press count.
Twelve senators say they are
undecided.
One less vote and the opponents will no longer have a
clear majority. But Reagan has
to get a majority of the
senators present and voting to
approve the sale, or at least get
a tie vote.
Senate Republican Leader
Howard H. Baker Jr. said more
senators will be declaring their
support for the sale next week.
-We're still behind, but we're
coming up and they're (op--
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firmed that the AWACS sale is
likely to be discussed next week
when Reagan meets with Saudi
Prince Fahd during a 22-nation
sununit conference at Cancun,
Mexico.
But Gergen discouraged
speculation that Reagan might
win new concessions on the
sale.
-I would steer you away
from expecting any new
developments," Gergen said.
The $8.5 billion sale includes
five Airborne Warning and
Control System radar planes
plus 1,177 Sidewinder missiles
and fuel pods and fuel tankers
to increase the range and
firapower of 62 Saudi F-15 jet
fighters.

Real Estate Dealer Decides
To Call Off Raffle Of House
Czerwonka and his wife, Bet- View Drive in the Long Run
ty, and their lawyer, William A. Woods subdivision in Shelby
Miller, established a non-profit, County just across the
charitable organization earlier Jefferson County line.
It valued the house at $125,000
this year called the American
Civil Education Society Inc. and planned to sell 1,500 raffle
The society intends to give tickets at $100 each. Proceeds
grants to schools and educa- from the raffle were to have
The opinion by assistant at- tional groups and hopes to gone to the home's current
torney general Linda Wimber- eventually generate enough owner, James Bland, and to the
ly, released Friday, said the funds to build or help build a society for its grants.
raffle was unconstitutional and school itself, Czerwonka said.
Czerwonka said that anyone
also warned dealer Richard L.
The society obtained an op- who has already bought tickets
Czerwonka that he faces pro- tiOn to buy a home at 106 Park will receive refunds.
secution if he proceeds with the
raffle.
Czerwonka disagreed, but
said he will put the house up for
••• (Continued From Page One)
sale.
Bluegrass Plan" — with mally released a few days
The opinion said CzerWestern Kentucky President later, Zacharias and Western's
wonka's proposed raffle would
Br. Donald Zacharias and Mur- budget director, Paul Cook,
violate a provisionin the conray State University President have refused to comment.
stitution that prohibits
Dr. Constantine Curris at an- - - Cole did say it would be
lotteries.
unpublicized meeting on discussed at today's meeting of
"I suppose it's all in how the
Western's campus.
the regent finance committee.
law is interpreted, but we
Snyder later said he had also
thought we were proceeding as
The plan produces a funding
discussed the plan with UK standard by which each univerlegally allowed," Czerwonka
President Dr. Otis Singletary sity would be measured by apsaid. "I think the attorney
and University of Louisville plying a formula to schools
general has made a mistake."
President Dr. Donald C.Swain. similar in size and mew.
Czerwonka said earlier he
Curris also said he disagreed
"The new model we've got
drop
probably
the
would
raffle
with several points in the plan.
deals with the relative adeif he received an unfavorable
Because it is to be presented quacy of each institution's state
opinion from the attorney
to the Council's finance -.!om- funding based on its mission,"
general, because he did not
mittee Wednesday and not for- said Snyder.
want to be involved in a protracted legal battle or be a test
case.
He restated that position Fri•••(Continued From Page One)
day after learning of the
opinion.
to be of assistance with any in the process of inventorying
"Some people want us to be a
problems they may en- all potential sites in the county
spearmead on this, but that
counter."
for industrial use. They also
was never our intention," he
The retail promotion com- have started identifying and
said.
mittee already has had one pro- cataloging buildings that might
While the state constitution
motion this year that attracted be available for industrial or
forbids lotteries of any kind, a
shoppers to Murray from commercial use. A major
state law allows churches and
throughout the area, according undertaking of this committee
to Pat McReynolds,chairman.
charitable organizations to conis to study and to determine the
- -We want dollars to be spent future use of property now ownduct them. The law was passed
in'IC= to allovt bingo games. In Maray. Every one 'dollar ed by the chamber:MK w.pbrt
that is spent here has the effect will be made soon to the
The g`ames violate the
constitutional ban, but little has
of turning over seven more chamber board.
times within the community.
"It is a thrill to see the many
been done to stop them.
This greatly adds to our people whe are participating in
The attorney general's office
economic stability."
contends that the 1980 law is
the chamber of commerce proChairman Bill Kopperud's gram," Graham said. "We can
unconstitutional, but it never
sites and building committee is do nothing but go forward."
has been challenged in court.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
Louisville real estate dealer
has decided to call off a house
raffle, although he said he objects to an attorney general's
opinion that calls the raffle
illegal.

Chamber

Sunday
October 18,'81
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

15th & Main

N.D., and Howell Heflin,
Ala., said they remain opposed
but promised the president during the meetings that they
would restudy their positions or
keep their minds open.
In addition, Sen. Bob Dole, RKan., who has been listed as
uncommitted, is working on a
resolution of support for Israel
that could lead him to vote for
the sale, said his press
secretary, Bill Kats.
"We are looking at resolutions, including possibly
something of our own initiative,
which would be a reconfirmation of our special relationship
with Israel," Kats added.
Meanwhile, White House
spokesman David Gergen con-

Fun ding

of Springfield, Mo.
,

ponents) coming down,” Baker
said.
Sen. J. Bennett Johnston, DLa., who had been leaning for
the sale, announced his support
after a meeting with the
president.
"If we turn it down we're
lost," Johnston said. "But if we
accept it, we can change our
minds later" because the
planes will not be delivered until 1985.
Sens. David L. Boren, DOkla., and Patrick Leahy, DVt., who had indicated in the
past that they wereagainst it,
said they have since moved to undecided.
And Sens. Dennis DeConcini,
D-Ariz., Quentin N. Burdick. D-
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Teacher Talk
Ai Muqax ScitOk
By KAYE PEEBLES
MMSTeacher
Look into Murray Middle
School any afternoon between
2:15. and 3:00 and Poull see
students engaged in a variety
of, activities. Some are doing
homework, some are reading
their favorite books, others are
working in the photography
darkroom. Members of the pep
club are preparing signs for the
next ballgame. A group participates in a Junior Great
Books discussion.
A student asks permission to
consult with another teacher,
permission is granted and he
leaves to get needed help on an
assignment. A meeting with
students interested in intramural activities is taking
place. How can so many different students be engaged in
such a large number of activities? By means of an addition to the middle school curriculum this year called a
"reinforcement period."
Dr. Larry Salmon, Principal
of Murray Middle School, explained that the reinforcement
period is one during which
students can be flexibly
grouped for an expanding set of
experiences which will enrich
and enliven their participation
at Murray Middle School.
For instance, industrial arts
teacher Dan Blankenship
recently began a three week
course in leatherwork for
students interested in learning
that craft. Several of the participating students are unable
to take industrial arts because
of other involvements. Other
teachers are planning similar
short courses in their areas of
expertise.- Students are
reassigned to classes to keep
class sizes small.
Another advantage which the
period offers is the opportunity
to have assemblies and other
worthwhile activities without
taking time out of academic
classes. During two reinforcement periods recently, the.
eighth grade class watched an
interdisciplinary film which
focused on man's greatest
achievements. Another afternoon the seventh grade class
gathered for a • skit by art
teacher Jean Geurin about
traditional Kentucky handicrafts which added scope to
their study of Kentucky
history. But none of the
students or teachers missed
their regular classes.
The opportunity for community participation during the
period is also open. Dr. Jay
Blanchard, Murray State
University professor in the
Department of Reading, used
the period to give pre- and postreading tests to students for a
research project he is conducting.
Salmon pointed out that the

period can be used for encouraging a student to pursue
an interest on his own with
teachers available for
-guidance.
Salmon said, "One of the
tasks that American education
has historically confronted is
that of individualization. When
I began my teaching career
with 5th and 6th graders, the
most profound revelation occurred when I walked in that
classroom and realized that all
of those kids who were approximately the same age, height,
weight and even ability,
because of grouping procedures, were each as different
as daylight and dark.
"Of course, throughout my
teacher training, we discussed
individual differences and
methods of approaching them
but nothing had prepared me
for the reality of it. When I
walked in that classroom,I had
a $50.00 for supplies. I saw thirty individuals with different
needs, different ways of learning and different interests staring back at me. How to individualize?"
Salmon added that he sees
the period as a mechanism for
meaningful change. "It opens
the door to different ways of
organizing the curriculum in
order to address individual
needs by committing a time
slot which encourages flexible
grouping, even cross gradelevel grouping."
He admits that the reinforcement period May not be 'the
proper vehicle for change. The
outcome is not final and th problems may outweigh the
benefits. The program is evolving and is being carefully
monitored by written documentation from teachers, parents
.and students.
Preliminary evaluations
from teachers and students are
positive: "More and more I'm
seeing indications that this will
be a good thing." Roy Weathrly, 7th grade teacher. "I like
having the extra time to help
students having problems."
Lanette Hunt, 5th grade
teacher. "I don't always need
the time to study so I can participate in other things like
Junior Great Books or
French." Laura Cella, 8th
grade student. "I'm particularly pleased to see the students
taking responsibility for the
way they will spend the
period." Pam Cartwright, 8th
grade teacher. "I like it. Last
year4 had lots of homework but
this year I can do some of it
before I go home." Bethany
Hall,5th grade student.
Even though it is only one
period a day, reinforcement is
a Kaleidoscope of activities and
opportunities, a time to focus
on individual needs and interests.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WA M UN(;TON

International Newspaper Carrier Day
October 17, 1981
I am delighted to join with all American
in saluting those who deliver newspapers
in cities and towns across our nation.
The Carrier's job encourages young
people to build the essential qualities
for success later in life. They develop
responsibility, business ability, and
the characteristics of good citizenship.
The experience gained from their paper
routes will pay dividends throughout
their lives and guide them toward worth—
while pursuits._
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History Of Brown's Grove Continues
and established business,
I got a bit side-tracked last had been sent to me by Mr. Tax 0. H. Wilson's business.
week and did not finish the Rogers, so will do so today. The "Close buying is the secret of which has been a success from
history of Brown's Grove which narrative was discussing Mr. low prices. The writer was sur- its very incipiency. On Oct. 23,
prised to find such a stock as 1900, he was married to Miss
Mr. Wilson carries, in a town of Lola Oldham, and they are the
Looking Back
this size, and it is no wonder parents of one son, Merritt, age
Brown's Grove bears the eleven. distinction of being one of the
"Mr. Jordan is an Odd
best business points to be found Fellow and a member of the
10 Years Ago
inywhere. There is no need of Chnstian Church. He is a young
Murray High School Riaci School in Germany.
going elsewhere for goods when man in age, but from a business
and Gold Marching Band took
Opal R'oberts was selected as you can get them here in all the standpoint ranks among the
first place in Class A in both the Business Woman of the Year by different varieties
at
parade and field competition at the Murray Business and Pro- prices and the people lower oldest and most progressive
of this merchants of Western Kenthe 11th annual Mayfield fessional Women's Club.
section and for miles around tucky. He believes in Brown's
Kiwanis Band Festival.
haw long since learned that Grove and is interested in any
First Class Jackie L. Bray, - Murray State Racers beat what they want can
be found at and everything that will boost
Middle
Tennessee
State Wilsons.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred L.
Country
produce
is the town: He is public spirited
Bray, Jr., Hazel, recently was University 24 to 15 in an Ohio taken at highest
market
prices
to a marked degree and has
Valley
Conference football
. graduated from the V Corps
in exchange for merchandise.
done much toward the upSupport Command's. Drivers' game.
"Mr. Wilson, who is also the building of the town and makefficient postmaster and has ing it the great business point
20 Years Ago
been for the past four years, that she is today
was 'born in Henry County.
"Brown's Grove is lucky in
A double barn, owned by ray Hospital included a boy to Tenn., Nov. 14, 1863, and is a
having this most excellent
Lassiter Hill, New Providence Mr. and Mrs. Noble K. Brown, son of Jesse P. and
Mrs. stock of goods to select from,.
farmer, filled with an excep- a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Matilda Wilson', the latter
With the courteous, actionally good crop of dark fired Stanley, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. deceased. He was raised on a
commodating
J.H. Jordan in
Jerry Tarry, a boy to Mr. and farm where he remained until
tobacco burned Oct. 16.
charge. The stock is all new,
Mrs. Ronald Kelley, and a boy
containing no old or shelf-worn
Dwain L. Herndon,sari of Lee to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth 18 years of age.
-For ,some time he taught goods whatever. .The firm
Herndon, Almo, was listed as a McFarland.
school in Henry County and in represents the well-known
member of Southern Illinois
U. L. Knight, Jack Snow, Joe
University's Southern Players' Graves, and George Hodge had the state of Mississippi and was tailoring concern of M. Born al
Touring Theater, Carbondale, high scratch series in bowling employed as bookkeeper tor CO. of Chicago, and can get you
various firms in the two states. a tailor-made suit in a very
Ill.
in Kentucky Lake League at On Dec. 31, 1891, he was mar- short time at a
,mighty low
Births reported at the Mur- Corvette Lar.es.
ried to Miss 011ie Shelton, price-. See the samples. A fit is
daughter of Elijah Shelton. To guaranteed. You'll be wanting
30 Years Ago
this union two children have some winter supplies pretty
James Marshall Overcast
Births reported included a been born, Grover and Ruby, soon, and 'if you do justice to
has been promoted from 'first boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul the latter deceased.
your self and pocketbook you
lieutenant to captain with Blalock, Oct. 10, a girl to Mr.
"J.B. Jordan St Co., Mer- will call on J.B. Jordan and Co
United States Army at and Mrs. Leon Winchester, Oct. chants. The neat, cleanly, well- before spending your money
Beaufort,S. C.
14, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. kept store of J.B. Jordan and elsewhere. It will mean a savDeaths reported included Ar- Joe Chumbler,Oct. 14.
Co. at Brown's Grove is doing a ing of many hard-earned
thur J. Robertson,73.
splendid business in the sale of dollars to you."
Gains Dog meal, 25 pound choice dry goods, HamiltonMr. and Mrs. A. W.Simmons
celebrated their 50th wedding bag, was listed as selling for Brown shoes, light hardware,
I will conclude this history
anniversary Oct. 7 at their $2.59 at Roberts Grocery, Ninth stoves, farming implements, next week. A note on the
and Sycamore Streets.
home.
etc. and groceries that fully cemetery books: they are
meet the requirements of the rapidly disappearing, a fact
pure Ion law. This enterprising which doesn't make me unhap40 Years Ago
firm is composed of Mr. J. B. py. But I would like to be sure
Jordan, and his father Mr. that everyone in the county who
Holland Rose, Benton, was can, Oct. 13, a boy to Mr. and F.M. Jordan and step-mother, wants one will
be able to get
elected president of First Mrs. Euel Donelson, Oct. 13, a and was established Dec. 3, one. To insure
this, I am going
District Edocaticn Association girl to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Par- 1909. Mr. J. B. Jordan, the to wait another
week before MIat 57th annual session Oct. 10 at tin, Oct. 14, and a girl to Mr. general manager is truly a live
mg orders from out of the counMurray State Teachers Col- arid Mrs. J. E. Phillips.
wire merchant. He knows the ty.
lege.
The Calloway County value of goods and knows how
Deaths reported included Homemakers conducted their to buy them at low prices.
Louis Ernstberger, 42, Henry annual all day meeting Oct. 9 at "He was born Jan. 26, 1872
Hall Tolley, 76, Fred James,49, the Murray Woman's Club and is a son of F. M. and Sarah
Th MI"II Is
and William T. Edwards,47.
House. Mrs. Hansford Doran E. Jordan, the latter deceased.
Ii. ."1('fl,IIS
The Blood River Baptist was county president.
He worked on the farm and atAssociation met Oct. 22 at
The Murray Presbyterian tended the common schools of
Locust Grove Baptist Church Women's Association was host his county, finishing his educaBy Ken Wolf
with the Rev. Lloyd D. Wilson to Mayfield and Paducah tion with a three-term course at
Most Americans, and ceras moderator.
Women's Associations at an all the well known institution of tainly more journalists, were
First District of the Kentucky day meeting Oct. 14. Mrs. learning, the Farmington In- appalled last April when a
Federation of Women's Clubs Charles G. Wilder was in stitute. He then taught school reporter for the Washington
planned its annual convention charge of the luncheon.
one term at Hams Grove, Post received a Pulitzer prize
Oct. 23 at the Murray Woman's
Paul Buchanan's sensational returning to Brown's Grove for a story about an eight-year •
Club House. Mrs. Joe Page, punting in a continuous and accepting a clerkshop with old black heroin addict, a story
Barlow, was governor of the downpour of rain paved the Brown and Jordan, which posi- that was soon revealed to be
First District KFWC.
way for the Murray High tion he held eight years.
largely fictional.
Births reported included a School Tigers' 14-6 victory over "The western fever then
In a critique of journalists
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Buel Dun- the Fulton Bulldogs.
struck him and one year in that and other Americans ih the Jucountry was an ample suffi- ly, 1981, issue of . Harper's,
•41b.
'
,editor Lewis Lanham tired to
ciency.
50 Years Ago
"Returning to Brown's Grove put this incident in perspective
he erected the handsome by spreading the blame for
Murray. Three men were ar- business house he now occupies such fraud.
The stamp of "full approval"
rested.
had again been won by Masan
The American media,
Memorial Hospital, Murray,
Births reported included a
Lapham believes, tells
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
from the American College of
Americans what they want to
Surgeons.
Hurt,Sept. 27.
hear and the fictional story of
Deaths reported included
the eight year old black addict
R. M. Pollard, the Rev. E. B.
Mamie Feletia Abernathy, 41, Motley, Mary Williams, M.D.
received the prize in the first
Mary Eliza Hays, Ella Stone, Holton, T. 0. Turner,
MAN
A
S
place because- "it confirmed
and
Dr.
55,and Mrs. Ralph Wear.
what the 1Pulitzer I committee,
W.h.H.
Graves
attended
the
Over 500 peiions crowded regional
most of whose members were
10
4
OWN
of
meeting
the
around ringside to witness the American
both ambitious and white,.,wishRed Cross at
judging of the fifth Calloway Mayfield
to believe about people who
ed
Oct.
14.
County Jersey Cattle Club
.weye
alienattid and black." A
Elected as officers of the
Show Oct. 10. Carl Kingins
Lapham went even further%
Calloway
Homemakers
County
E rHiNv
was ring master. .
,7404ing _eesitior=7.-T! -OarThe Capitol thealiNtarrea -albs. were .nalism
when he charge+ - - • Olga Taylor,
hira.'rnin'ttilten
:'111‘4.1406fliD
8
opening the box office at 2:30 Penny, Mrs.
e
.". . . people may expect .
p.m. each day with shows to Almo, Mrs. B. W. Story, Lynn
too much Of journalism.
run contihuous until 10:30 p.m. Grove, and Mrs. Earl Adams,
Not only do they expect it
Coldwater.
or later.'
to be entertaining, they
Sheriff Clint Drinkard and
Dr. O. B.'man and Dr. I". E.'
expect it to be true."
Depdties W.B. Parker and J. H. Crawford attended the meeting
And if truth isn't always
Orr raided a still on Blood of the National Dental As.sociaentertaining, whose fault is
Rive' isumd, 16 miles each of tion at Memphis,Tenn.
that'
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Co/min/1110y Events

'So
Monday,Oct.11
Callaway County
Horticiature Cl
will
meet aU7 p.m.in the A.
Carman Building,
west of West Kentucky
Expo Center.
Group B of Ladies
Tennis, Murray Country Club, will have a
potluck at home of
Agnes Payne at 12
noon.

Sattfrday.Oct. 17*-Saturday,Oct. 17
Murray Business
B4zaar. bake sale,
Square and round
and jrofessionaI
yard
will
and
sale
Oki,
dancing will be at 7:30
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.at Womerrs Club 'Will
p.m. at the Woodmen
Dexter Community open its celebration of
of the World Halt.
Center. Dexter Senior National Business
Alcoholics Citizens are sponsor- Women's Week with a
Anonymous and ing the events.
prayer .betlakfast at
Alanon will meet at 8
7:45 a.m. at the Boston
Bazaar and sidewalk Tea Party and a tea
p.m. in the west end of
the Livestock and Ex- sale, including baked honoring retired
goods and lunch,spon- /WV/ members from
position Center.
sored byBethel United 2 to 4 p.m. at home of
Bargain Matinees
Methodist Church Tot McDaniel, 902
Sot .1 Sun 200
Women, will start at 8 South 17th Street.
Cher, 8,C (le
a.m.
at the Legion
Tuesday,Oct.20
All Seots S I 50
Murray squaranadHall, Sixth and Maple
Murray Business
ers will conduct their
second session of and Professional
Streets.___HarvgiPestival,
7 00,9 00 +2 00Sat .Sun
square dance lessons Women's Club will
sponsored by Hazel* from 1 to 4 p.m. at have a dinner meeting
Lions Club, will start Woodmen of the World at 6:30 p.m. at the
at 3 p.m. in the Hazel Hall.
UniversAy_ _Center,
Community Center
Murray Stale, with
Young Actors Guild Mary Jane Littleton as
and Park.
will meet at 1 p.m. at speaker and Front
the Playhouse in the Porch Swing Quartet
Second
night
of
7:29,9 15 +2:00 Sat.,Sun
Gourmet Cabaret by Park, Murray - as entertainment.
Community Theatre Calloway County
BURT RUPSOWS
will be at 8 p.m. at Park.
Martin's Chapel
Playhouse in the Park.
United Methodist
Ns Wails Taw
PG
Gourmet Cabaret by Church Women will
For information call
Community
Theatre meet at 7 -p.m. in
759-1752.
will be at 8 p.m. at Wesley Room at
Fall Color Workshop Pluhouse in the Park.
church with each -one
Inflatian-Fighter
will
at Center StaMavis Spacial
to bring love offering
tion,
Land
Between
the
S1.50 US*.
Monday,Oct. 19
bank.
OkuVAL I Lakes,from 1 to 4 p.m.
L11
41.,111,
Penny
Homemakers
I OM •CAC.••••
Club will meet at 1
IMICAPE IPT•
• final
First Baptist Church
rpm
Fabric Dyeing will
p.m. with Ruth Senior Adults will
be at 2 p.m. at The
Parker.
leave from church at
Homeplace-1850, Land
11 a.m. for fall foliage
Between the Lakes, at
Theta Department tour to Grand Rivers
2p.m.
720.9 10 +2 00Sat • Sun
of Murray Woman's with lunch at Iron KetClub will meet at 7:30 tle and shopping mall.
MEL BROOKS'
Sunday,Oct.18
p.m. at the club house.
HISTORY Of
Fall Photography
THE WORLD
Adult Education
will be from 2 to 4 p.m.
Bluegrass State CB
PART
I 110
COMA,
X..4••
at Center Station, Club will meet at 7 Class will meet from 6
.04
to 9 p.m. at Calloway
Land Between the
p.m. at Joe's Family County High School,
Lakes.
Restaurant.
700,9 20 +2:00Sat.,Sun.
Octoberfest CelebraP.5t Dummy
Calvary Baptist
Join 0E60nd
tion featuring enterChurch Women will
A •tor...• legend..
Murray
Lodge
No.
and•
tainment and
105 Free and Accepted meet with Gloria
qiirdifIMMe
refreshments will be
2106001eMasons will meet at Shull.
from 1:30 to 5 p.m. at
Rauzacir.—
7:30 p.m. at the lodge
the Calloway Public
Parents Anonymous
Ches,ut St •753 3314
hall.
Library. This will be
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
sponsored by the
late She. Ton.te• II 10
Recovery, Inc., will For information call
Adult i-tertammeni
Murray-Calloway
. 759-1087 or 753-6917.
18 0, O.Only
meet
at 7:30'p.m. at
County Community
the Health Center,
Chorus.
Murray TOPS (take
North Seventh and
pounds sensibly)
off
""°`
IN 1,1 RR AY .a° rOpen 7:00•Start 7:15 Olive Streets.
Ill)
Club will meet at 7
.p.m.at Health Center.
Tonite thru Sun
IN
,
Reservations
and
141111/11D MTN RAMO SOWill
'Double Feature
Alcoholics
cancellations for the
Tuesday luncheon of Anonymous will n-.2.et
Christian Women's at 8 p.m. at the west
Club of Murray at Col- end of Livestock and
itr
onial
House Exposition Center.
.•
Smorgasbord
should
,
1
I ., •
, v,
be made by today with
Murray Assembly
..!'
Gracie Erwin, 489- No. 19 Order of the
2174, or Rebecca Cunn- Rainbow for Girls will
,...
ingham,753-6445.
meet at 7 p.m. at
- 7 _
Lodge Hall.
Calloway County
'ii
Adult Education Class
Christian Women's
9 A ki P i
ow ma .
will
meet
Club
of Murray will
from
6
to
9
..,
Super Action—
.
I
p.m. at Calloway have a "Babes In
Soper Excitement!
4.
,
County High School.
Toyland" luncheon at
12 noon at Colonial
1.11.1141Ammon
- ME REVENGE OF THE PATRIOTSHouse Smorgasbord.'
L Stan ng MCI
U woo s.ar.ng SAUCE OMEN,and IA UPY0
League of Women
A we 111.0 NORTKAL FLIA
plEITIIICTS.A.
Voters will sponsor an
Music Department
Open Forum on two
Murray Woman's
of
constitutional
Club will hear a proamendments with the
gram on "Roaring
candidates. for City
Twenties" at 7:30 p.m.
Council, District
2td
at club house. Chorus
D4STRIBBTEU By
R, Judge and State rehearsal
Karate Action!
will be at
worto wooKa.1
Senate participating at
6:30 p.m.
7:30
p.m.
Calloway
in
*$5 A Carload Thar:*
Public Library
French horn recital
meeting room. The by Eldon Matlick, in1st Feature Repeated Fri. & Sat.
publie is invited.
structor, will be at 8
p m in Farrell Recital
Hall, Murray State
University.
•

PATERNITY

eatze,

s

al

Master Killer

J0.4

COSMETICS,INC.

Total Skin Care

Medical Explorer
Post 803 of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital will meet at
6:30 p.m. in third floor
education unit,
hospital.
Retirees of Local
1068 UAW will meet at
5:30 p.m. at First
Christian Church. All
retirees of any local in
the area are invited. A
Social Security
representative will be
guest speaker:

Before

I

HEALTH

Peyronie's disease

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
it with variable, but often
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
unsatisfactory, results. The
have a condition palled
area often does clear sponPeyronie's disease, a gristletaneously with or without
like growth on my penis. I've
medicine, which causes me
been to two different
to
sometimes say a person
doctors. Both tell me there
'recovered in spite of the
isn't much they can do for
doctor and not because of
me and that it will go away
the treatment
three
for
had
it
in time. I've
I am sending you The
years and I'm 44 years old.
Health Letter number 174,
I've taken vitamin E three
Male Reproductive Functimes a day but that seemed
tions, which includes a disto make it more tender. I
cussion of the problem.
was taking vitamin E before
Otherq who want this issue
this developed, then stopped
can send 75 cents with a
and started it again when
long, stamped, selfthe doctor suggested it. I am
addressed envelope for it to
not taking any now but I am
me, in care of this newspanot improving either. Is
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
there anything you can tell
City Station, New York, NY
me that will help?
10019.
DEAR READER — I used
There are several treatconthis
rare
think
was
to
a
ments
available and I think
dition but the large number
you should see a urologist
of letters I get asking about
who may be familiar with
this problem suggests that it
those discussed in that issue.
is actually rather common.
If necessary, go to the uroloDoctors do not know what
gy department of a nearby
causes it. The problem is
medical university clinical..
essentially as you describe
center.
it. It causes a crooked organ
I think some of these are
during erection and it can be
similar to the plaques we see
so severe that it is painful
in the arteries. The penis is
and prevents sexual relareally a large blood vessel so
tions. It is more common in
that isn't too surprising. In
middle-aged and older men
persistent cases surgery has
but it can occur earlier, as
been reported to be successyour case suggests.
ful in some, cutting out the
The area may resemble a
plaque and mending the
low-grade inflammation.
area.
Vitamin E has been used for

Teriis is Group
Plans Play
Group C of Ladies
Tennis of Murray
Country Club will!fleet
at 9 a.m.Tuesday,Oct.
20, at Dakota Veed'and
Grain to go to Kenlake
Tennis Center fOr play.
The lineup_ is as
follows:
Court One - Carol
Waller, Susan Rowe,
Cathy Young, and
Renee Wynn.
Court Two Cathy
Mattis, Ann Uddberg,
Leisa Faughn,and Annette Alexander.

Psalm s Class
Se edriled
The Book of Psalms
is a non-credit class at
Murray State University, with the Rev.
Paul F. Blankenship
as the instructor.
This class offers a
fresh look at the Book
of Psalms and its central place in Christian
Scripture, private
devotion, and Public
worship, a spokesman
said.
The class meets on
Thursdays, Oct. 22Nov. 12, 7 to 9 p.m.,
Faculty Hall, Room
107. The cost is $5.00
for four sessions.
This class is sponored by the
Ministerial Association.

Lodge
To Meet
Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and Accepted
Masons will meet Monday, Oct. 19, at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall,
according to Dick Henninger, master.
At a special supper
meeting Oct. 5 honoring Past Masters, Henninger announced 25
year members and expressed appreciation
to the Past Masters,
members and visitors
attending.
Boyce Baker, Deputy Grand Master of
District 4, was a guest.
Seventy persons were
present.

Frames Drake
FOR MONDAY,OCTOBER 19.1981
What kind of day will tomorAdvice you receive now is
row be? To find out what the
conflicting. Avoid ideological
stars say, read the forecast
disputes. Students may be
given for your birth Sign.
troubled by a classroom incident
or a teacher.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
(Mai..21 to Apr. 19) "rao:
t4,
22 to Dec.21)
Domestic or partnership
Don't let others play with
matters are likely to be timeyour feelings. Questions of inconsuming. .Do your best to
timacy ahd friendship seem
minimize tension •by
complicated. Avoid excooperating with others.
travagance and poor plannTAURUS
ing.
(Apr.20 to May 20) tiaa
CAPRICORN
Others may not follow
(Dec.22to Jan. 19) V
through on commitments. Job
Pressing career demands
pressures could lead to mental,
may conflict with the needs of
tension. Don't overreact about
friendship. fate afternoon
petty matters.
finds you susceptible to minor
GEMINI.
irritations.
(May 21 to June 20)
AQUARIUS
'Shopping trips prove less
(Jan.
20to Feb.18)
than satisfactory. It will be a
Hold fast to. your ideals.
battle to keep costs down now.
Ethical questions affect you
Cut out all unnecessary and
on the job. Don't bend the
frivolous expenditures.
rules. You may receive some
CANCER
unwelcome advice.
(June 21 to July 22)
PISCES
Family members have
(Feb.19to Mar.20)
changeable dispositions now.
You could be extravagant in
Curb daydreaming tendenthe pursuit of selfcies. You may feel burdened
gratification. Domestic
by the problems of others.
arguments are possible now.
LEO
Don't mix business and
(July 23to Aug. 22) 4/24qck
pleasure.
Much of what you hear now
YOU BORN TODAY are
is not true. Slanderous gossips
practical,
innovative, and a
are everywhere. Inner congood moneymaker. You'll
flicts could surface. Seek the
have success in the business
solace of serenity.
world, but are more drawn to
vutdo
the arts and professions. A
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
strong interest in reform and
It's a poor time to'borrow or
public service often draws you
loan money to friends. Social
to politics and government.
life is promising, but you're inLaw, medicine, religion and
clined to keep up with the
music
are other areas which
Joneses.
promise
you fulfillment.
LIBRA
Sometimes you're found on
(Sept. to Oct. 22)
the business side of art. You
Vagu
d grandiose plans
have a flair for large entermay co
to naught. Don't
prises and do best when your
overplay yout\liand in career
work reflects your ideals. Sirmatters. Save time for a close
thdate of: John Le Carre,
tie in the evening.
novelist; George Nader, acSCORPIO
tor; and Lewis Mtunford,
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
sociologist.

(Nov.
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French Horn Recital Tuesday
Eldon Matlick, instructor of music at
Murray State University, will present a
French horn recital on
the campus on Tuesday.
Scheduled at 8 p.m.
in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle
MIR Ki

After

Fine Arts Center, the
program is open to the
public at no admission
charge.
Matlick, who joined
the faculty in 1980, will
be assisted by Marie
Taylor, associate professor, who will sing
one number.
Music by Matlick on
the program will in-

dude: "Lied, Opt. 28,
No. 1" by Leone
Sinigaglia, "Canticle
III (Still Falls the
Rain) Op. 55" by Benjamin Britten,
"Concerto in E-Flat
Major" by Franz Danzi and "Variations sur
une Chanson Francaise (1953)" by
Marcel Bitsch.

Murray Assembly
Has Initiation

Hair Stylist-Beverly Warren
Make-up Consultant-Vickie Roberts
Cosmetologist-June Johnson

Pa'd
705 S. 4th ST.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 753-4320

DEAR DR. LAMB — Can
you tell me anything about
"valley fever"? I bear it
attacks the lungs and sometimes can be taken care of
by surgery. But what happens if the fever is spread
over all the lung?
DEAR READER — You
probably mean ''"domycosis, also called San
Joaquin Valley 'fever
because it is so common in
that location. It is a fungus
disease and the fungal
spores are inhaled. It cannot
be spread from man to man
or from animals to man.
You get it from the soil and
air.
At first it appears as a
respiratory illness. It may
be mild and many people do
not know they even have it.
Most recover without future
problems. A few have a
spread of the fungus infection through the lungs and
even to otherareas.
Yes, local spots are sometimes cut out. And in other
cases a local spot on the
lungs from the fungus infection cannot be separated
from cancer by X-rays and
must be cut out. But if needed there are good medicines
that can be used to control
the disease that has spread.
Amphotericin B,an anti-fungal agent, is often used in
those cases.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Sarah Van Meter

LADY
VE

.

VLA
mjra.iatstelly4Fiam insiruct the Adult
Beginnirlf French Class, sponsored by the Calloway County Public
Library. The classes are each Tuesday and Thursday evenings for a
five-week period. Thirty people have registered for the classes which
are in the Library Arts Annex. Volunteer instructors are: Beth Belote,
Christine Walker,Sue Spann,Sue Parsons,Kevin Cole, Claire Bell,and
the Wolfsons. Diane Johnson serves as the library staff coordinator.
Classes in beginning Spanish will be offered in the near future as part of
the Library Arts program offered bythe library tolunteers.

Murray Assembly
No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls met
Tuesday, Oct 6, at 7
p.m. at the Lodge Hall
with Trisha Clark as
worthy advisor and
Pam Alexander as
—
mother adxisor.
Marla Bailey was initiated witk.. the
degrees of the order
being conferred by the
worthy adviAot. The next meeting
will be Oct. 20 at 7 p.m.
Members present
were Kelly DeWitt,'
Lana Lasater, Trisha
Clarity. Cindy Tucker,

Angie Thweatt,
Clarissa Thorn, Lisa
Allen, Vickie Weatherford, and Michelle
Cook.
Adults *sent were
Earl Allen, Mr. and
Mrs. Noble McAlister,
Max Weatherford, Joe
Lasater, Raymond
Pete FArlas.
Roy Clark, Pam Alexander, Louise Short,
Twila Coleman,
Levicia Zambella, Bill
Zambella, Ricky Alexander, Marilyn
Weatherford, Dick
Henninger, Roy Harmon,and Dolly Clark

a
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Parents' week-end
here at Murray State What an occasion!
There was plenty
quality entertainment
to fill the hours. Greek
organizations furnished parties, luncheons; David Letterman delivered humor;
Violet Cactus ran her
usual after-touchdown
track; and the Racers
had another victory.
The weater was just
right; the moon hung
at the right angle over
the, capacity attendance and the
fireworks display added the finale. The
ballet on Sunday afternoon added another
colorful attraction.
"Did you get to talk
with David Letterman
Friday night? Have
0 U heard from
Johnny Carson?" Yes,
to the first question
and no to the last.
Through the office of
the Student Government, and Jimmy
Carter, especially, I
talked with David
briefly just before his
performance. He had
read my letter to

Meeting Planned
Mrs. David Palmer
will be hostess for the
meeting of Wadesboro
Homemakers Club
planned Wednesday,
Oct. 21, at 1 p.m. at her
home.
All interested persons are invited to attend, according to
Mrs. Oacus Bedwell,
president.
The ' September
meeting was at the
home of Mrs. Baron
Palmer. Mrs. Leighton
Lawson read the devotional thoughts.
A lesson about
"Dehydrating Foods"
was discussed by Mrs.
David Palmer. In her
lesson on "The Look of
Fall," Mrs. Wayne
Hardie showed different fabrics and the
newer styles in • shoes
and purses. The president announced the Purchase
Area Homemakers
meeting Oct. 27 at
Paducah.
Others present were
Gusto Conner, Gladys
Mitchell, Mrs. Lowell
Palmer,and Mrs. Clinton Burchett.

Johnny Carson, upon
his arrival and asked
to see me. We met
bark stage. When he
entered the room, I
mistook him for a
university stage hand.
Like them, he wore jog
shoes, blue jeans, (I
didn't think to look at
the back of them to see
if they were Murray
made Bon Jour), a
casual navy coat and
tie. "Where is she?"
he asiced. Then I knew
he is David. One
glance at his smile,
nicely groomed hair,
and wide-spaced front
teeth identified him.
His personality is
very much the young
man next door type;
his Indianpolis speech
style, not unlike ours.
His personality,
warm. He has an eye
for beauty as was
shown in the brief interview, when he
pointed to a brooch
that Irma LaFollette
was wearing and said,
— That pin is
beautiful." It was an
Italian mosaic. She
and Euva Alexander
were my guests that
evening.
His performance,
like his dress, was informal. He rambled,
holding the
microphone in his
tight hand and the
holder in the other. His
jokes were clean,
homely - ones that we
could - identify with.
His command of words
is excellent. I kinda
wish he hadn't used
God's name as slang
many times.
He arrived in time to
take a short tout of the.
campus and jog a few
rounds on the football
field. Jimmy Carter,
program director on
the Student Government staff, said David
enjoyed his visit;
thought the campus
wax. pretty and really
liked the people.
Maybe he'll never
forget- Murray. He
would be pleased to
know that many have
inquired about his
response to my letter.
Tourists Committee
Gives Award
In its first annual
award, the Murray
Tourist Commission
made a presentation
between halves at the

evening sounds from

football game. Doug
Stephens president of
the commission and
manager of the Holiday Inn, presented the
"Don't Write Send
Money" Award to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul J. Lougeay, Carbondale,
They received.a certificate which gave
them one night's
lodging and 825 to
spend on food. The
motels participating in
this promotion included the Holiday Inn.
Eagle Inn and the
Plaza. The Lougeay's
daughter Anne, is a
senior in MSU.
Chester Marin and
Irene Chasse, Nashua,
N. H. were recognized
for having traveled the
longest distance to get
here. Jimmy Wilder,
athletic promotion
director, made the
presentation.
David Letterman
Meets
David Letterman
Another fan met
David that night. He is
10-year old David, the
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Keith Letterman, Rt.
2. He let Mr. Carter
know his desire to
meet the humorist
David. He and his
parents and little
sister, April, joined in
the brief visit. Big
David gave young
David a photograph,
autographed, and in
return our David gave
the guest his
photograph (made in
North Elementary
School). It was
carefully autographed, too. The Lettermans own.The Milky
Weigh Dairy Farm.
"Theatre In The
Park"
"Theatre in The
Park" is the official
name for the year-old
playhouse that has
grown from an old
railway depot to just
what its name implies.
Thursday night the
p1a2e was dedicated in
a dramatic ceremony
— lights, program,
champagne, music
and the popular drama
"Fantasticks." Being
at this location in the
early evening, viewing
the distance that includes trees wearing
their fashionable fall
togs, open spaces, sky,
a mellow moon, and

the nearby woods, give
food for spiritual
nourishment.
Entertainment '
A Bonus At
Football Games
It's worth the price
of the ticket to feel the
thrills of the performers at the games.
Seeing Laura Anderson stand the irons on
Violet Cactus, the
thoroughbred mascot,
as she gallops the
track after each
touchdown, brings
tears of appreciation.
This is Laura's second
season doing the honor
with Violet Cactus,
who "Runs for fun".
She does not like carrots, sugar or apples,
so she gets no treats
for her work. But she
gets tender loving care
from her rider who

inficti

• ••

DEAR ABBY' I am the 23year-old mother 1.1 a beautiful
baby boy. born out of wedlock. I dated the baby's lather mil%
w-a. in
a short while. I'll call him Glen.) I was in love
lust.
The baby is nearly a year old now and :len has never
seen him (his choice) My family has stood by me and I ama
grateful for their love and understanding Glen's famik
does not know me or the situation They live ipti another
state.
I would like my son to know all his family! Apparentty
Glen doesn't want his family. to know, but I think they 110%1'
a right to. Abby, please ask your readers if the. were the babY's
grandparents on the father's side would thev want to
know?
I still love- Glen. even if he doesn't want to •know me m- his
child. I don't want to cause any-troubk, but isn't this'baby
just as much has as mane" And aren't his parents Just as
entitled to know about their grandson OK my parents..'
RAISING A CHILD AIONE

By Abigail Van Buren

Kids' Privacy Should
Sometimes Become Public.
DEAR ABBY: You have consistently urged parents to
respect their children's privacy and refrain from reading
their diaries and letters and from listening in on their
telephntie-coriversations. But now-that SR- Ma ny very young
kids are doing drugs, has your viewpoint changed.?
If a parent suspects that his teen-ager is into drugs
doesn't the parent have the right to violate his child's
privacy to find out for sure whether his suspicions artwarranted or not? And when the parent confronts the child
and it becomes obvious that the child's privacy has liven
violated, then what?
Please comment, Abby. There are a lot of worried parents
who need to know.
CONCERNED IN AMAR11,1,0

40,

DEAR RAISING: When your baby is old enough to
ask,.tell him his father disappeared from your life
shortly after the boy was horn.(That will he no lie!)
And if you seriously do not want to "make trouble,let that he the stary's end: '
• * •

DEAR CONCERNED: There is a vast difference
between invading a teen-ager's privticy in order to
read his mail or diary and attempting to learn
whether or not a child is involved with drugs.
Involvement with drugs can make the difference
between life and death, and parents have an obligation to learn as much as they chh by whatever means
possible. God will forgive them. And so will the
children, eventually:

DEAR ABBY: Do you have to show your dri‘er's license
to engage in sex in the state of Califorma:'
I am a girl, 19 years old; and I met a very handsome fellow
who liked me as much as I liked him (in oui *1:,'r s' first date
we felt akthough we had known each miler all our hyes. We
admitted a mutual desire to become- intimate. hut he asked
to.see my driver's license first: Why?This never happened to
me in Nebraska or any other state
WONDERING IN W 11(1,1,YW( it )1)

*5*

DEAR WONDERING: He's no dummy. He wanted
to he sure you were at least 16 years old, which is the
legal ege in California.

DEAR ABBY: I have a problem that I am sure is common
to many parents across the entire nation. My youngest
daughter, age 22, a recent graduate from Michigan State
University, is living with her fiance, who is also a graduate
of M.S.U.
What do I tell all of my friends when they ask me how my
daughter is doing? I'm embarrassed to say that she is living
with a man without being married.
NAMELESS, NATURALLY

• • •

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-Ager Ought to Know." Send $2
and a long, stamped (35 cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, ('alif. imr25o.

DEAR NAMELESS: When you're asked how your

Exhibit By Patterson

Fraaces Drake

eiic)

daughter is doing. say. "She's fine, thank you." lei+
not necessary to disclose her lifestyle.

De iv
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On Display At Public Library
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no,"

talks -to her as she
rounds the field, "Go
for it, go" and she
loves the cheers as she
passes the stands. She
knows the tune "The
Old Gray Mare" is
hers and turns her
head, moves her ears
and twitches her tail in
expectancy when the
hand playa that
favorite
Watching and'listening to David Wells'
marching band with
its colors, precision
and performance- is
something. The opening with "My Old Kentucky Home" followed
by the school song, set
the stage for the victory that followed. I
had to inquire about
the young man wearing the outsized,
yellow-framed glasses
who clowned around.

Dorothy Byrn also are assisting in and Mrs Kenjamin
Hundley, were prediscussed "Ancestral the fund drive
sent
were
Hostesses
Researrh" at the
Tlye dopartm- cnt will
September potturk Margaret Cava/.Maxmeet
Moods).(hi 19,
Martha
Scott,
and
ine
dinner of the Theta
at 7 30 p ni with or
Department of the Eniz. Twenty-two
Murray Woman's Club members and two Ruth Cole to discuss
at the club house. She guests, Carolyn Feger the Hospice program -had special forms and
charts for each one to
complete to trace her
ancestry.
Byrn is a member of
the Calloway County
Genealogies! Society
and teaches a class on
the subject in the Life
and Learning Series at
Murray State University. She showed some
of the scrapbooks from
the MSU Library to be
used in checking for information.
Wilma Beatty gave'
out assignments for
the Business Fund
Drive for the Kentucky
Chipter of the ArDOROTHY BYRN, right, discusses
thritis Foundation.She
ancestral research with Jan Hough, left, at
said members of the
the Theta Department meeting.
Kappa Department
-

Your Individual
Horoscope
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) er41^%
After a talk with a close
friend you'll gain a new
perspective .on your relationship. Unexpected company
may upset your domestic
routine.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Clarify work objectives.
Creative types should begin
new projects. Mixups in communication are possible in the
late afternoon.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June-20)
Hobbies and leisure-type activities are fun now. Intellectual pursuits stimulate. Unexpected expenses are possible
towards evening.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You may change your mind
about a domestic matter. Late
evening requires consideration of others. A date may be
cancelled.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You're shrewd and perceptive. Someone's insinuations
may be unpleasant. Know how
to defend yourself. Privacy
may be interrupted.
VIRGO
(Aug„2.3to Sept. 22). WP
You're a shrewd bargainer
now. Make important
monetary decisions. The
rudeness or tardiness of
othemeeuicthe a problem.
LIBRA
•
(Sept.Zito Oct. 22).
Clarify your objectives.
You'll be able to further personal interests, but you should
think twice about a career
deyelopinent.

Itrissitt

Writ ,Spealis it Theta ‘leeting

SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
Your powers of observation
are acute. Study and hard
Mental work are favored. A
delicate situation could arise
regarding a money matter.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Power-play developments
occur at group functions:
You'll meetsomeone mentally
compatible. Curtail extravagance in the late evening.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.72to Jan. 19) Vi
You're able to take advantage of a twist in circumstances affecting your
career. Whether or not to
socialize is the question after
dark.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb.18),
You're inquisitive and intelle—ctually curious. Find an
outlet that appeals to you mentally. Don't overdo socially, or
health will suffer.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XfU
You'll revise your investment portfolio. Talk with close
ties about joint financial ventures. Don't mix business and
pleasure.
YOU BORN TODAY
gravitate towards public service and administration.
You'll have success in law,
politics and humanitarian
work. You work well in partnership, but need to cultivate
your own thing to -reach the
pinnacle of success. You have
leadership ability, and would
make a good spokesman for a
cause.- Writing and irgelkictual pursuits may especially
appeal to you. Your dramatic
nature also qualifies you for
success on the stage. You have
a strong wth

The worrt of artist
Dr. Charles Patterson
is now on exhibit at the
Calloway County
Public Library. His
work includes watercolors and oils of landscaRes.
Patterson, a retired
Air Force Colonel, is
now practicing
medicine in Murray.

eqii0

He is a native of Ohio
and attended Ohio
State University
before joining the Air
Force. He served in
Colorado, Tennessee,
Kentucky and
Wiesbaden, Germany,
where he first had formal training under
Herrn Alfred Herzfeld.
He received cer-

tificates signifying his
ability in various
techniques and media.
Patterson and his
wife, the former
Marcelle Langston of
Hazel, and their eight
children now are
residing in Murray.
"Everyone is invited
to visit the library during the month of October to view this exhibit," a library
spokesman said.

It's Our
pleasure
to announce
that Brenda
Overcast,
bride-elect
of Shea
Sykes, Has
chosen . her decorating occessoriel
* from our collection They will be wed
Nov 7, 1081.

Treasure House
S4WHISiOi MOROI

753:6718
40t4Sit'
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MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
SPECIAL
B&PW OFFICERS — Planning activities
for observance of National Business Women's
Week, Oct. 18-24, were officers of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's Club.
Left to right, front, Betty Lou Hill, treasurer,
Brenda Rowland, vice president, back,_ Kathy
Hodge, president, and Doris Rowland"recording secretary. Not pictured is Linda Carter,
corresponding seretary.
*****************************
*. • For all your,Travel Reservations Coll

Carryout a
medium or large
Godfather's Pizza
and get 64oz.
Coke FREE from
5:00 p.m.
till closing.

*

Marjorie aall,9i Major**
• ***
7S3-0880
**
•pp,„p„,.„,
**
*

.
* American ancrinternational Trareltime
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Wiaterizing
Gatden To
Be Topic
Dr. Lloyd Murdock
from the Unitersity of
Kentucky Princeton
Research Center will
present a program on
"Getting Yor Garden
Ready for Winter" at
the -meeting of the
Calloway County Horticulture Club Monday, Oct. 19, at 7 p.m.
in the A. Carmen
Building A(located at
the west end of the Exposition Center).
For further information call the Extension
Office at 753-1452. This
is open to all interested
" gardeners.

Speak Easy
To Present
Many Topics
Topics ranging from
the psychology of
dreams to advice on
edible wild foods are
scheduled in
November on "Speak
Easy" from WKMSFM, public radio at
Murray State University.
Host Mark Reinhardt interviews
guests on varied topics
each weekday at 5:30
p.m. Listeners may
participate in the live
program by telephoning (502)762-4661.
Guests in November
will include Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
Murray State president, Nov. 5;to share
his views on public
broadcasting's future;
Karl Haas, renowned
pianist and music
educator, Nov. 9;
Edgar Sadler, wild
foods expert from
Graves County, Nov.
10; Murray State
English professor Gordon Loberger, Nov. 17;
to discuss black
English; and Murray •
State football coach
Frank Beamer, Nov.
23, to reflect on the
season.
Dr. Bill Batselli
Murray State
psychology professor,
will talk about dreams
and their meanings on
the Nov. 24 program.
On Thanksgiving
Day, a pilgrim who
crossed to America on
the Mayflower, portrayed by actor Robert
Valentine, will share
his experience.
WKMS-FM,fine arts
radio, is located at 91.3
on the FM dial.

Cemetery
Gets Lights
MONTICELLO, Ky.
(AP) - City officials
have ordered street
lights installed in a
local cemetery
because of vandalism.
Residents from the
area around Alexander Cemetery complained to the city
council last month
about youths who
allegedly drink and
smoke marijuana in
the graveyard at
night, then terrorize
nearby homes,
including a trailer
park.
City police also have
stepped up patrols in
the area.

Rustling
Charged
ROANOKE, Va.
(AP) - A Virginia
man and a Kentucky
man, both already
charged. with other
crimes, were indicted
by a U.S. District
Court grand jury
Thursday on cattle
rustling charges.
Roy Clifford
Blankenship, 32, of
Stopover, Ky., was
named in an
indictment involving
eight head of cattle
taken from a Pike
County, Ky., farm.
The cattle were sold
Aug. 29, 1980,for $2,495
.
in Abingdon.
Blankenship'
itIstl is
_
chttga **tin
ticipation in the
$311,000 I armed
robbery at the Grundy
National Bank branch
Jan. 22 in Hurley, a
small mining town in
Buchanan County.
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Our Reg.32.87

26.87

Cgicertn

Portable Heater
With Economical
1500-W Quartz Tube

ikn v y./1O

Single quartz tube
matches output .Of
dual-tube units. Automatic heat-control °
and Tip-over safety
switch. 7 cord. Save..

Our Reg.
7.96
Sweatshirt
-Misses' Cozy
all-American top of acrylic/cotton.
The
Creston'
Rea TM

De

rug yarn

can"n
heavy

NO PC-Ardo

rug yarn

•ArnencariCyarorrso

White And
Colors

3-. s

Tube Snaps Out For
Easy Replacement

Skeins

Heavy Rug Yarn of Dacron'

Colorfast-Dacron° polyester with durable
wash 'n dry qualitY. 1.6 oz." Save now.

•Du Pont Rp.11.4
'NM wt.

11Q111•111111111111111111101M111111111WWNIIII
limit 3

1
.22 Tin
Refreshing Hi-Ce
Flavored Drink Mix
Delicious,
• mix the fruity-tosting drink
entire
10 . 26.3 oz.* family will eneach.

CUS

ION

LINED

CREW SOCKS
3 Pair pack

23x60"

6

.8
8YOur Choice

80x105" Twin or
90x105" full. Polyester
fringed bedspread.

4

6-pr. Pkg.
Our 5.97
Men's Crew Socks
Cotton/stretch nylon
with cushioned foot.

Our Reg.78C Ea.

3,
F.1

Disposable Lighters
Bic' lighters with adjustable flame. Save.

Polyester/cotton cover.
20x30" Queen, 2/51
20x36" King, 2/59

Sold'In Sporting Goods Dept.
77.
Savei
Ii I
Maalox'Antacid

12-oz.'
taste.
Fast relief; pleasant 1.97
Ustorine .....
•R o.

SAVE
'4E4k NSE9

RAlteVAc

For51

Sale Price
21-ox.* Ajax'Cleanser
Fast cleaning action!
'Net wt
I ,,i••
and
rp.nt%c.n tor h.1e

CANVAS
TEXTURED
COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
From Your
Favorite Negatives

5x7"

Sale Price .

2$

.For
84-oz!Ajax* Detergent

1-pc. Floating Lantern
Weatherproof switch.
Our 1.27, Flashlight, 77e

8.88
8x10"
For 9,88

For cleaner whites and
brighter colors. Save!
•Net wt.

For

88`

12"x75'Aluminum Foil
Household aluminum
with metal cutter
edge. Save now.

QUALITY PARTS AND SERVICES

2.50 Extra Charge if
Mods From SNde
or Print

SPECIALS THRU SATURDAY
n.

ru
Installed
With Exchange

SERVICES INCLUDE:
I. Install front disc brake pods
and brake linings on rear

wheels

Save $9

2. Resurface drums and true
rotors
3. Inspect front calipers
4. Rebuild rear wheel cylinders. If

t*-?

possible; replace, If necessary.
at acklIttonal ports cost per
atm" cylinder
5. Repack Inner and outer

TV Special
On Sale Thru
November 7
Tread Design
May Vary

6. =Master CylinClOf
7. 6:olcoce front grease seals

S.

68..88

r'llowitod 3 Men* Free
Itoplecoommt: Limited
Ilth • 311411, Moo*
/tore% Adijust.••••••
Vrervemo, i•••••

•••••••

Our Reg.48.88
SalePrice

33.88

Disc/Drum Brake Special 36-month Battery
For many U.S. cars,
For many cars, light trucks.
imports and Ilbla'luau. more

FIBERGLASS-BELTED RADIAL WHITEWALLS
Our Reg.
• 40.1111
P155/1101/13

Sale Price Thru Sat.

1.97

8.88E.
N.D.Shock Installed
Fits manyV.S. care At
weather--Thihr-`"SdW1r--

Plus F.E.T. 1.52 Each
_

Mounting

03,0101 Wel IN KRIM cerplresn -

'moons

livalotware

700 US. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt.7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky,
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Waterfowl seasons come and go,and so does the work involved in the sport. Towing the duck blind to its hunting location is as much a part of October asturning leaves.

I can tell I'm getting
older because the work
is gelling harder.
Fifteen year's ago it
was nothing to plod the
mudflats all dali digging goose pits or carrying brush to a duck
blind. A strong back
and football legs easily
overcame the pull of
the muck. The October
air was like breathing
adrenalin. The drowning humidity of summer was gone, and the
colder nights and deep
blue skies of the days
meant my favorite
time of year was one
calendar page away.
Everything is still
there but the unlimited
energY2I can still work
all day, but the effort
must be tempered with
rests and reflections of
cold mornings ahead.
Soon the nights will be
broken by the honking
of geese headed south.
I've already started
watching the nightly
TV weather maps for
readings in Canada
and North Dakota, for
the lines indicating the
fronts which will push
the ducks out of the
plains and start them
down the flyways.
There are so many
things to be done.
Blinds must be moved
and anchored down.
Milk jugs must be dipped in black pitch to
serve as decoys.' Boat
motors must be tuned.
Duck calls must be fetched from dusty
drawers and stuffed in
the truck's glove box.
The time to practice is
on the highway where
assengers in passing
cars glance up and
think you're drinking.
Yes, October is a
preparing time, the
time for working, for
scheming, for anticipating. It's a's

much a part of the
growing dinuner by
waterfowl season as
the year. Droughts
the shooting. And it's
come and go. They
still fun, but I'm
always have, and the
starting to get to that 'nation's waterfloowl
point where I wish I
flocks have survived.
could push a button
But the wholesale
and have it all done.
draining of swamps,
It's funny the way
the cutting of bottime alters things. tomland timber, the
Several years ago you construction of
couldn't find a more
massive reservoirs,
ardent quail hunter the dredging of the
than my father. All- nesting grounds in the
day hunts were the
north; all these things
rule, and the thickets are signaling a longand briar tangles were term deteroration of
no barriers at all. But hunting.
the years were, and
I remember a day in
not long ago he told me a -duck blind on
that someday I'd come Reelfoot Lake when
to that time when the the sky was filled with
work would be greater mallards. It was one of
than the rewards. That those ideal situations.
warm beds on cold The front had pushed
mornings would be through the night
preferable to slugging before, and dawn had
through marshes with brought an avalanche
frost forming on my of "new" ducks down
mustache. I didn't from the Illinois River
believe him, that I bottoms. The birds
could ever come to this were like a fog rolling
point, ahl I don't think back and forth betI ever will. But the ween the refuges and
work is still getting surrounding fields.
harder.
Their flights
I think the rewards numbered from fifty to
are judged relative to five hundred. When we
what they were and managed to lure- a
what they probably flight down over the
will be. I mean that decoys, their greenwhen my father was a black heads glistened
master in the quail in the bright sun. That
field, he could enjoy day made a lasting imnumerous covey rises pression.
in a morning's fancy.
There have been
Maybe if he could still other great days. The
do that, he'd be hun- morning on Stewart
ting today. But now Island when the water
quail have changed, was rising into the cortheir numbers have nfield. The day of the
gone doivifirom thbse snow when mallards
great days in the 40's and black ducks and
and 50's, and the birds pintails were all mixed
are wild. To him the up in the Obion Creek
rewards just aren't bottoms. The day on
worth it anymore.
Barkley Lake when
I don't know if I'll be the geese went crazy.
the same way about
Maybe it's all slippmallards in 30 years. ing away; I don't
I've never been a know. Maybe, despite.
pessimist, but I see the theefforts of Ducks
future of the sport 'Unlimited and the

various federal and
state agencies, we're
losing the battle. The
regulations are getting
stiffer and stiffer, and
hunters don't want to
abide by them. Steel
shot, there's no question, would save
millions of waterfowl
each year. Yet it's
fought on every front.
Conservationists wage
war on the dredgers
and dam builders, but
the latter persist and
eat away the last wild
places.
Yes, the work is
harder, and I have to
stop and rest. But during those rests I look
skyward and
remember the good
days. That's where the
adrenalin comes from,
and I'm soon back at
work. Opening day
isn't that far off, and
the more work I do and
the less day-dreaming,
the better off I'll be.

the importance of the
year. At the top of the
local Ducks Unlimited
list is a Remington 670'
Banquet each year.
magnum 30" full vent
Last year, at this one
rib. This great shotgun
night affair, the
will be given away to
Murray -Calloway
someone attending the
County chapter raised banquet.
over $15,000.
I hope I have gotten
With the list of aucyou excited about attion items increasing
tending the banquet
each day, I see no
because the following
reason why we can't are those D. U.
raise $21,000 this year.
members that will be
11 you
thiswantlt
eve o be part
happy to sell you a
of
all you
ticket: Tom Rushing.
need is a ticket to the .Bank of Murray
banquet and the desire downtown, Carlos
to purchase one of the
Black, Black's Decorgreat auction items.
ating Center, Hal
Nance, Joe Smith DisAuction items incount
Carpets, Dan
clude art prints, hand
made-knives, Gardner, D & W Auto
shotguns, motor- Supply, Jr Pittman, -cycles, deCoys, hunt- Hooks Wheel Aligntrips, country hams ment, Charles
and the list goes on and Rushing, Rushing
on. Ask someone that Auto Sales, Gil Mathis,
has attended the ban- Murray State UniverWayne
quet in the past. They sity, Joe
Thweatt,
Thweatt
Sercan remember many
more items that were vice Station, and Gene
sold to the highest bid- Starks, Starks Conder— They may have crete.
-You tV111have to—find"won a door prize.
About 100 door prizes these other members
will be given away this when and where you
can, but they will gladly sell you a ticket.
They are: Neil Thompson, John Bugden, .
Vernon Anderson,
Rick McGee, Fred
Kemp, Kenny Collins,
Keith Covey and
Charlie McKenney.
Buy your tickets
now. The Jaycee
Center has the capaci- _ _
ty for about 250 persons comfortably with
the tables set up for
the meal; So ticket
sales will stop when
250 are sold.. About 240
persons attended the
banquet last year and
you might remember
(Mae they were .01 to he niontlen lode, 1 talon venal con to tenon
neertovehn, ninenal It taioan eon, honp
the seating problems
Duct. Unlimited n an ordant.nam m proonde.
C"Iowa• wiatentml not,
tP,, habitat they need to Need and nonnee IX non. In premien and nen*. the
we experienced. Don't
man.toland• ol Canada where United Seate• Federal fond. On not nem*
and oder.
miss out. The meal
7"Of
watenoml me hatched
ha• petnevved 2 7 moth.,
el habitat — mew Men mon Ohm proven
will be catered, so we
eettameabon
netheelem pewees et ippon noevrei
ham.
,
DU • work become. men mom important And to de tout dellaes
only allow 10 ticket
Vie re ...king you to etre to• MI. moth* ontanuanon Nat ha• •hown how mt.*
sales at the door .the
domatroten can help Mgr mar no* be eble 0,maie voneeknel numbers grow IOWA.,,On
•oe
hut no. •n.* err them Onne And rib redo niter help
night of the banquet.
The date to
remember
is Nov. 14.
Docks Uuliuit
It's on Saturday night,
Baguet
so no excuses about
Iwo Mill
not being able to go to
bpi Car
nUtIS U?
work the next day.
See you at the D.U.
meeting Tuesday night
at the Triangle Inn.
It's at :30 - Don't miss
it.
May all your hunting
be safe-and enjoyable!

The local Ducks
Unlimited chapter had
another tremendous
turn out of members at
its last meeting. Interest in the upcoming
duck and goose
season, as well as the
banquet, has created
excitement among this
group of sportsmen.
If you are a goose or
duck hunter, or just an
interested sportsman,
and ha* not attended
a D. U. meeting in the
past, you are in luck.
The local chapter of
Ducks Unlimited . will
have a meeting Tuesday night, Oct. 20 at
the Triangle Inn. The
meeting starts at 7:30
so come on out and see
what these fellows are
doing to promote the
preservation of
wetlands.
The idea behind trying to save wetlands is
a simple one. The
more wetlands - the
more breeding_ areas.
More breeding areas
mean more ducks
more ducks mean

more enjoyment for
the sportsman. Of
course, this is just one
reason for trying to
provide more
wetlands. Think of all
the species of animals
that need wetlands to
survive.
The bottom line or
all this thinking 'is
where do you get the
funds to purchase
wetlands? The Ducks
Unlimited organization has found one
answer to this question. Each year, the
approximately 1500
local chapters conduct
and auction and banquet. This type of fund
raising activity provides the great majority of money for the
purchase and
maintenance of
wetlands. Since about
75-80 percent of the
ducks and geese nest
in Canada, this is
where the funds are
used.
I thought some
readers Alight want to
know why we stress

OM.

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
*:

Kenlake Marina
*
*
*

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon I Ski
*
:Rentals- Guide Sorvico-Covered Storage- *
*
*
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
*
*
*
*
i 5021 474-2245 or 474-2211,ext 171 *
* Rt I Hardin
*
*
****************************
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Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
Featuring
•Bcss Hawk Boots
• J.C. Pontoons
'Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8. Service

k 4.11.- 4116(

:* Murray Bait Co. 641 Super Shell
Ira:BeIMMAI
Wholesale Live Bait I:
11 114.111111
14

Ouality & Quantity Guaranteed
0
753-9131
Hw.641 South
L1
10 .19East
Phone
Your U-Maul Noadquarters
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-74:3-5693
Allers 111)
,)91,

Since 1966• 15 Years Of Dependable Service
Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor_

•cover Al I Nindows
*Covet Over Hang
On Stick Homes
• 1-11111_
Nitres Paint Again
Complete Remodeling
Ws Stidd Cupboards To Fit

*Roofing
•Storm Windows h Doors

Whore "Service Is Our Business

Fred Gardner. Owner

-1. Accessories..
TireS, Wheels1
▪ Car, Truck Tractor Tires :
Road and Fibld Service :
410111:4th
753-8364-753-6779
4.▪ ...•.•••••
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Waiting Game Begins After Tigers Roll
the crown.- The
showdown draws near,
the preliminaries are
almost over.
For three quarters
last night the Tigers
appeared raring to•
takt on Greenville,and
Russellville at the
same time, but the
first quarter brought a
scare that the Tigers
might bungle their
way into an early
elimination in the
district rundown.
"We were .so tight
tonight. We kept making silly mistakes. We
knew we had to win,
we_.knew we had to
have it „god we were
really nervous that
first quarter," said
Tiger coach John Hina
whose squad evened
its' record at 4-4
overall.
Penalties and
fumbles prevented
either squad from
scoring on the first
period, and it wasn't
until senior Ronnie
Pace intercepted the
first of his four passes
with :54 remaining in
the quarter that MHS
began to assert its
-dominance.
Pace picked off a
Doug Thompson aerial
and returned it to the
Greenville 37.
The second quarter
began with the MHS
drive resulting in a 24FIRST OF FOUR — Tiger defensive back Ronnie Pace (right) picks off the first of his four in- yard David McCuiston
terceptions of the night. This one was snatched from the eager arms of Blackhawk end Mike Jones touchdown that was
called back when
(left). Pace also added a 23-yard TD pass reception in the Murray High,38-0,Homecoming victory.
—Staff photo by Jim Rector Tiger Stephon Reed

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Hurry up and wait.
. The entire Murray
High School football
program has been
geared first, towards
_wincing the district

crown and second, advancing in the postseason playoffs:
After skunking
Greenville, 38-0, at Ty
Holland Stadium Friday night and ircreasing their - district

retrord to a perfect,4-0, tue of its 144 overtime
the Tigers face two victory over third
weeks of district inac- place Ballard
ti v ity before the Memorial last night,
showdown at must defeat MHS,Oct.
Russellville for the 30 at Russellville, and
Fulton County Nov. 6
championship.
at. RusscUville, to win
Russellville,

flagged for clipping.
Penalties and incomplete passes stalled the drive and MHS
turned the ball over on
the Blackhawk's 27.
Two plays later Pace
snagged another
Thompson pass and
raced to the Greenville
14. David- Denham
salvaged a 37-yard
field goal from the ensuing Tiger assault
after a holding penalty
brought the Tigers
back from a penetration to the Greenville
four and two other
plays also lost yardage.
Leading, only 3-0
with 4:30 remaining in
the second frame
another Tiger decided
enough was enough.
Senior runningback
Ken Murphy sliced
t li_u---oug-h the
Blackhawk defense for
the first of his two
rushing touchdowns of
the night and then 37
seconds - later he intercepted a Thompson
pass and scampered
untouched 30 yards for
his second touchdown
of the evening.

Expos 4, Dodgers 1

MontrealPreparesForChampagne
MONTREAL (AP)
— They have flirted
with this fantasy
before, but never has
the affair gotten quite
so serious.
The young, enthusiastic Montreal
Expos stood on the
threshold of their firstever pennant today
and sent right-hander
Bill Gullickson out to
nail down the flag
against the Los
Angeles Dodgers' Burt
Hooton.
Montreal moved into
position to pop the
champagne corks with
a 4-1 victory over the
Dodgers Friday night,
taking a 2-1 lead in the
best-of-five series.
But Manager Jim
Fanning was playing it
cool, following the axiom of that noted
baseball philosopher,
Yogi Berra, who once
observed, "It ain't
over till it's over."
"There's still a long
way to go," said Farming after Jerry White's
three-run homer had
backed the courageous
seven-hit pitching of
Steve Rogers on a chilly night more suited to
football than baseball.
"Remember, we
needed one more in
Philadelphia and we
couldn't get it the first
day and we couldn't
get in the second day,"
said Fanning, recalling the National
League East Division
playoffs against the
Phillies."We had to do
it the third day."
Fanning also knows
that the Dodgers came
off the deck against
Houston, sweeping
three straight to win
the National League
West against the
Astros after they had
lost the first two
games of that series.
But he believes in his
team.
dims so
close in 1980 and so
close in 1979," • said
. Fanning. "Basically,
it's the same team.
They have developed
the ability to bounce
back in tough situations. That quality

makes for a
championship team."
The Expos were
eliminated on the final
day of the season in
1979 when East Division rival Pittsburgh
went on to win the
World Championship.
In 1980, they went to
the next-to-last day
before losing the
division crown to
-Philadelphia. And, of
course, the Phillies
also went on to win the
World Series. The Expos figure they've paid
their dues. They want
their championship,
now.
"They deserve the
game ball," Rogers
said of his teammates.
"We are a team in the
true sense of the word.
Everyone has to contribute. We don't
usually win with bigrun innings. We win by
making the plays in
the field and that's
what we did tonight."
But they also won
with a big-run inning,
stunning Jerry Reuss
with a four-run sixth
and scoring all the
runs after two men
were out,
The Dodgers had
nicked Rogers for a
run in the-fourth on
singles by Dusty
Baker and Steve
Garvey and an RBIgrounder by Ron Cey.
Reuss, tuiscored upon
in post-season play,
was cruising along and
retired the first two
Expos in the sixth
when Andre Dawson
singled. Then 'Gary
Carter walked and
-Larrr-Parristretritieci
a single to left, saavir_g.
Dawson with the tying
run. .Pitching Coach Ron
Perranoski visited the
mound and that gave
White, the next hitter,
some time to think

about the situation.
"He's been pitching
me down and getting
me out that way since
I've been facing him,"
White said. "But he
had been coming up on
the last couple of hit-

ters so I was hoping for
something up and in."
Reuss missed with
two pitches and then
White got the high
pitch he wanted. "It
was too high," he said.
The foul ball made the
count 2-1. "I wanted it
just a little lower."
The next pitch
qualified and White
sent it into the left field
seats for a three-run
homer. As he circled
the bases with 54,372
fans roaring, White
thought to himself that

Murphy rushed for
65 total yards on nine
carries, returned one
interception for a
touchdown, rushed for
two others, caught one

pass for 15 yards and
made a key taqkle in
-the third ptfied
preventing a surescore for the
Blackhawks.
Pace, another determined Tiger, added a
23,-yard TD pass reception from David McCuiston to his offensive
stets as well as the
four interceptions on
defense.
"How many does
that make for Pace
tonight?" asked Tiger
assistant coach Jim
Harrell. "Four? You'd
think they'd learn not
to throw to his side.
Rormie's an athlete, I
tell you. He can make
a mistake every now
and then and still
recover and make the
play."
Besides Pace and
Murphy, two other
Tigers stole Thompson
passes when both
Craig Crawford and
Mark Boggess grabbed one apiece to bring
the night's total to
seven.
Greenville's Andrew
Jones intercepted two
of Boggess' three errantpasses during the
game while
Blackhawk defensive
back Kenneth Tidwell
picked off the third
pass from the Tiger
sophomore who came
in to relieve starting
quarterback Mcu.
Cuiston in the second
quarter.
McCuiston returned
to his position in the
third period and rifled
a 45-yard TD pass to
Tom Schwettinan and
Chris Fazi kicked the
final extra point of the

night. Ricker David
Denham stretched his
point-after string to 18
consecutive without a
miss this season after
going four-for-four last
night
Greenville fiad its
share of highlights
during the Tigers'
Homecoming ineluding a first quarter
flea flicker pass play
that covered 51 yards
to the MHS 17 and an
interception by Jones
that carried the
Blackhawks to the
Tiger 14 in the third
period.
Greenville dropped
to 14 on the year,1-3 in
district play in this,
their first full season
of varisty football.
Next week the
Blackhawks are idle.
MHS will travel to nondistrict Caldwell County for a 7:30 p.m. contest.
GAME STATS.
0 17 21 0-38
0 0 0 0-0
— MHS,Murphy 9RasDhlic Stacey, 7-27; Mc65-2T
Reed, 5-17;
6-26;
Cuiston,
McDougal, 4-25; Farmer, 316. GHS, Bilbro, 8-54; Cos, 815; Thompson,3-6; Earle,4-4.
Total rushing - MHS, 193;
GHS,el
Passing — GHS, Thompson
- 2-14-55 yds. 7 int. MHS, McCuiston - 2-9-68 ydsATD;
Boggess - 1-7-1 7 yds. - 3 int.
Total passing — GHS 55;
MHS,85. Total offense — GHS
ig
rt
1351 Milar
Mays:
(second quarter) 7:26
David Denham 37-yd. FG.
(second quarter) 4:30 Ken
Murphy 18-yd. run. Denham
•
kick.
(seccind quarter) 3:53 Murphy 30-yd. interception
return. Denham kick.
(third quarter) 6:07 Murphy 15-yd. Denham kick.
(third quarter) 2:10 Ronnie
Pace 25-yd. pasii from McCuiston. Deotham kick.
(third quarter) :13 Tom
Schwettman 45-yd pass from
McCuiston. Chris Fitzi kick.
MRS
GHS

the way Rogers was
pitching, that might
just be enough to win
the game.It was.
Los Angeles
Manager Tommy
Lasorda took a
straightforward approach to his team's
situation.
"It's simple math,"
said Lasorda as he
picked at a bowl of
spaghetti in his office.
"We have to win.
There's no way we can
lose and stay in this
thing."

SAVE!

On special split rate financing
•

A.P R. finance charges for the
balance Of your contract

APR.finance charges for
the first 11 months

.on purchase of any new
Case lawn/garden tractor

41
'

With Case split rate financing, an
Annual Percentage Rate(AR)
of 10% will be applied for the first
eleven months of the contract.
On the remainder of the contract,
the A PR. will be 15%. Purchase
must be financed through J I Case
Credit Corporation. Financing
available from 6 to 36 months

.

SO OEMS MAO ENGME MOIR
Single lever control torwara
& reverse
•33" %atm moon deck
•
•Wily mmetrarable
easy to use

wig!"

WINTER WON'T
WAIT, AND
NEITHER
SHOULD YOU.

leamplaol 10%715% Allt spilt Me traincitly0,drcfras• of a new Cate Maws garden eager and moues
Cash P.Ce or tractor and rnOWN
06841 daemAnt- ush ard 91 h•d•-•

82 575 00'

Amount lobe tknanced

II 93125

Numbr or DayrnerlIS

1543 Ts
SINsty-ds

64"sy Payment 51 I' noniteg 86232
16.
t 66552
brat veaments t,,st ¶5 mpntlys
Montt69 pay,
466 7emaJning
25 moons. 56560
•
ernamsng 25 months Ii 640 00
Total payments,
70ta, ot payments

12 3255?

smance cna,ge - 1394 2'
'Sales?.. as AlpenCgO,e

Weatherize now. Compared to a home with no
insulation, one that is fully weatherized and
insulated can reduce heating costs by half.
Install adequate insulation and storm windows.
Then add caulk and weatherstripping around
doors ancl windows for protection from the cold.
You'll save in lower energy costs.

,,StOinCr Cna,SISSI and 1 1, ng lgos ngl ,r‘C WOK,
.n 155 /..ample ne cOrnpos.t. ANNUAL P811
4-sm ma camas,A st 355.
CSNIAGt 6458

:
ci.. 1!2 „., ,..,„ ,„,m, , , ,_Tiver, ,
-. . •
.

Mectiachcat arty aclirtZ
lift - with Soo f ast
system
•Futt tanqe ot
yard & ;lanky
attadYnents

Includes
38- Mower
-

Regular Price

Sale Price

i1436.00
$1100.00

Regular Price
Sale Price

10 hp

$3,085.00

$1,411.01

Pr-SAIIE3'336" SAVE 1'685"
nt Co. CE-411.
McKeel Equipme
—
503 Walnut

IA

753-3062

Prices Do Not Include Attachments

LAWN/GARDEN

TRACTORS

i

Murroy Gnirk Ky.
System 401Murray,
w4
OliviSt.
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Somerville Trains in Murray

Boxer Answers His Own Questions

END ZONE ANTICS-Murray High's Ken Murphy(23)spent most of
Friday night in the Greenville end zone as he scored 18 of the Tigers' 38
points. Murphy scored twice on runs of 18 and 15 yards, plus he added a
30-yard interception return for another six points.

physical attributes to
By JIM RECTOR
accomplish his goals
Sports Editor
Man is an inquisitive His No. 8 heavyweight
creature. What ifs and ranking in the national
.what might have beens amateur system along
occupy his mind, with an 8-1 record this
especially when his year are evidence he
athletic potential is knows what to do in the
ring.
questioned.
"I haven't been
One man, Ed Somerville, has decided to do fighting that long and
something about his right now I'm shooting
wondering and is set- for a No. 1 ranking and
ting his sights on a na- to win the national
tional or international Golden Gloves,"
reputation in the ranks Somerville said. "I'd
of amateur like to see how far I
can go in the amateurs
heavyweight boxing.
At six-foot-three, and then I might try to
210-pounds,Somerville box for money. It's
has the necessary something I've got to
see in my own mind.
Ten years from now
I'd hate to wake up
some day and wonder,
'Could I have won the
nationals?"
So with an inquisitive mind and an
80-inch reach connected to a lightning
left jab, Somerville
prepares for his next
step down the road of
hard knocks.
The 24-year-old Covington, Tenn., native is
currently training with

his coach, David
Rogers of Murray. to
compete with the 11man Tennessee state
boxing team which
will fight in Louisiana,
next week. The team
with six of its
members winning
their respective
classes will be invited
to compete on the international circuit. -• Rogers, owner and
operator of the 1890's
Ice Cream Parlor in
Murray, says Somerville has trained
everyday except Sundays since the end of
June when he was
graduated from the
University of Tennessee at Martin.
We went to the Ohio
State fair this summer
just looking to win
enough fights to stay in
the rankings. Well, Ed
goes out and almost
wins the heavyweight
division, knocking off
the No. 8 ranked
fighter, Roy Arnold of
Louisville, and takes
over the No. 8 spot
himself the next time
the rankings come

MTSU Hosts MSU

Jackson Gets Mouthful When
Nettles Objects To Company
NEW YORK (AP)- cursing out George the Newark International
The third baseman
Airport - where they
owner.
decks the rightfielder
But Thursday night wearily arrived Friand the owner says it the Yankees succeed- day at 11)147 p.m. EDT
was just a shove. The ed in playing can you - fans formed rings
manages shrugs it off top this, taking away around Yankee
as a day in the life of a from their impressive Stadium, waiting in
baseball team and the
destruction of Oakland line for World Series
rest of the team
and the opening of tickets. And Jackson
prefers to talk about Tuesday's World and Nettles sat
the upcoming World
Series - in which a together on the charter
Series.
well-rested Ron discussing the incident
Just another chapter
Guidry was tentatively and patching up their
in the saga of the New
named the starter differences.
York Yankees, against the survivor of
The fight, which
baseball's traveling
the Montreal Expos- lasted only a few
soap opera.
Los Angeles Dodgers minutes, was trig"What else is new in
National League gered when some
New York?" Yankees series.
'guests of Jackson's to
Manager Bob Lemon
Just hours after the players and
said Friday."We can't their 4-0 victory in family-only gathering,
go calmly like other
Oakland eliminated sat down at a table occlubs. We've got to
the A's in a three- cupied by Nettles and
have something going
game sweep of the his wife, Ginger.
on."
"Some people came
American League
Considering some of
Championship Series, in and sat at the table
the past fracases on
Graig Nettles, whose where Ginger and the
the Yankees, it would
two-out, three-run kids had been sitting,"
have seemed impossininth-inning double
ble to top Billy Martin
sealed th victory, got
and Reggie Jackson
his second hit of the
getting into a pushing
night when, according
match in the dugout at to eyewitnesses, he
FULTON, Ky. (AP)
Fenwas Park in 1977. nailed Jackson with a
Or Billy calling
punch that flattened - The basketball
George Steinbrenner a
Mr. October at a vic- coach at the Universiconvicted liar in 1978.
tory celebration at an ty of Tennesse at Martin has been charged
How about Billy pun- Oakland restaurant.
ching out a mar-Things done in with shoplifting a liter
shmallow salesman?
anger don't last long bottle of whiskey.
Art Tolls, whose
Or George hiring Billy -on this club," Steinteam began practice
and firing Billy - brenner said.
twice.
And while the for the 1981-82 season
And only last week
Yankees were winging Thursday, was named
catcher Rick Cerone
their way ba6k to in a warrant obtained

Nettles said, "and
Ginger said they were
a little rude to her and
didn't know who the
people were.
"I went up and said I
don't know who you
people are but I hope
you have a good time
because you just made
my family leave. And
then I noticed that
Reggie came and sat
down there, too, so
they were friends of
his. And Reggie came
and wanted to know
what the problem was
and we had a little
argument, a little
shoving and that was
about it.
"I'm sure he feels
bad about it. I feel badly about it too...I'm going to forget about it
and I hope Reggie
does, too."

r-::- IgurrayState_.- will
-get , back- to the
business of Ohio
Valley Conference
competition this week
against improved Middle Tennessee in a
game that will represent the Racers fifth
road appearance in
seven outings this
season.
Undefeated and
ranked first again this
week in the Division IAA Poll, Murray State
held off upset-minded
UT Martin 10-7 Saturday for its sixth win of
the season. The last
five of those final advantages have been by
five points or less.
Middle Tennessee
owns an impressive 4-2
season mark and is 2-1
in conference action.
The Blue Railers lost
to OVC leader Eastern
Kentucky 23-7 last
week in Murfreesboro.
"Middle Tennessee
may be the most unproved team in our
league," said Racer
coach Frank Beamer.
"They are using our
wide tackle six defense
this season and doing a
good job with it. It will
be a good test for us."
This Saturday's
scheduie has Tennessee Tech at
Western Kentucky,

Morehead -State at
Akron and Murray
State at Middle Tennessee in conference
games and Bayton at
Eastern Kentucky and
Youngstown State at
Delaware in nonconference games.

oat." Rogers said
happen It's not 'SO
Since working with much J 'oharpe. snippRogers, Somerville ing punch. It's more
has acquired an 8-1 like a push or
record. his only loss something "
being to • the No. 1
The U1'• M business
heavyweight in the na- administration major
tion - Woody Clark at will probably become
the Ohio State fair.
a fanuliar face around
Somerville's come a
Murras in the next few
long way since be first weeks, if he hasn't
tied on the lather as a become one already..
student at UT-M five Somerville- runs an
years ago.
average of four miles
'
"I'd never played
per day and occasany sports at college, sionally works out with
but they asked me to
Murry)an Jerry Bogcome out for the box- gess, an 18-year-old
ing club at Martin novice super because of my size.
heavyweight with a 6think they were just 5. 250-pound physique
looking for someone to
Somerville has
beat up on, though." heard that the state
Somerville laughed. team-boxing matches
He learned quickly
in Louisiana will be
about the - world of taped 'for later three-minute rounds telecast on.P1B0.'Durand according to ing November, SomerRogers. "has improv- ville will fight in Ft
ed a world of dif- Smith, Arkansas and a
ference" since work- good showing at either
ing out in Murray the the Arkansas or Louipast few months.
siana competitions
"Ed's not been luckY
could result in an inenough in the past to
vitation train Ed
get the close decisions Silverglade to attend
so a lot of times he's the international traingot to slug it out in a
ing facilities at Colbrawl or just knock the orado Springs, says
guy out to get the
Rogers.
win," Rogers said.
"It's not easy being
Somerville has two an amateur boxer,"
recent KO's to his -Somerville admits.
credit and he describ- "It's not a life for so-ed the sensation of ttir-- - meone wittr
ning .someone's lights joli because of all the
out.
time it takes to train.
"I've found that if I
Someday 1 may settle
try hard to knock so- down .and work a
meone out it just
✓ egula..r job
doesn't happen. Usual- somewhere, but right
ly when I'm not trying
now I've got to answer
that hard,just working • few questions about
on boxing form, it'll
myself

NOW
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INTERESTON
'81 Citations
'82 Cavaliers
NOW,SAVE BIG ON NEW CAR

SAVE

LOANS FOR ALL
1981 CITATIONS &
1982 CHEVY CAVALIERS DELIVERED
BY NOVEMBER 11, 1981.

Tolls Says He's Innocent
Sept. 25 by Jim
Bushart, owner of the
-Wine Cellar Liquor
Store on U.S. Highway
51 near the
Kentucky-Tennessee
line.
Fulton County Attorney Joe Johnson
said this week he will
decide by Monday
whether to continue

SCOREBOARD
Major League
Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tuesday
New York 3, Oakland 1
Wedneaday
New York 13. Oakland 3
nuesday
New York 4, Oakland 0. New York
wins series 3-0
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tuesday
I os Angeles 5. Montreal 1
Wednesday
Montreal 3. Los Angeles 0
Friday
Montreal 4. Las Angeles 1 Montreal
leads series 2-1
Satarday's Game
I os Angeles at Montreal
Saida,'A Game
Los Angeles at Montreal it
necessarY

14
Conner 21. Erlanger Lloyd 14
Corbin 40,Sotnerset 15
Covington Catholic 311, Covington
Holmes 22
Danville 31, Harrison Co 7
Dutw Heights IS, Lei Lafayette 14
Dresden. Tenn .77, Fulton Co 6
F.ast Hardin 27, Casey Co 12
F,drnornan Co 31 Hart Co 14
Elnebethtowm 19. llordstown 15
Elkhorn City. 26 Sheldon Clark 14
F.still Co 22. Johnson Central X
Everts 6, Pineville 0
Fort Campbell 60, Todd Central 0
Fort Thomas Highlands It Saw°
Kenton 7

Frankfort 13, Frankfort W HIlls 0
ErarnlIn Ca 32. Bourbon Co 9
Glasgow 41 Barren Co 0
Gleison. Tenn 42. Fulton Coty
.
4
tr
'
t4iP C°"Ora 7
36
Harrodsburg X. Anderson Co. 11
Heath 35, Caktwell
noraday Gamma
Henderson Cu, 38. Evansvilie,Ind .
Bath Co X. West Carter 0
(entre! 7
Flerrung Co a.Inns Co 0
Henry Co 33. Trimble Co 9
Harlan 54. Fleming-Neon 6
Jessamine Co. 17, Mercer CO 7
Johns Creek 56. Betsy Layne 33
Koos Central X,Clay Co 0
Friday Games
LaRue Co 14 W Hartke 8
Allen CO 12. Wayne C.11 0
laurel Co 40 Whian up 6
Belfry 16. Morgan Co
Lawrence Co 35. Fairnew
Bellevue X. Beechwood 22
Les &van Station 21, dark Co 11
Bowling Green 14, FrankkreSimpsen 'Lei Henry Clay 14, Lei rates
7
0
Creek
•
Ficn e co a. Rawl!Co V
lane* Co 17. Garrard Co 6
R -athet Co la MC Napier 1
lone Oak 24 Webster 63 0

High School

ronrat
ci

reas.

*13.8% INTEREST RATE ROLLBAC
*SPECIAL FACTORY INCENTIVES
MEAN SPECIAL PRICES
*BEAT'82 PRICES

Lou Male 34. Lou Eastern 21
Lou Moore 42. I ou Central 6
Lou Seneca 21. I Au Butler 13
Lou Southern 7. Lou Valley 0
Lou Trinity IS. Lou Bishop David 7
I ou Western a lost Atherton 1 1
Ludlow 73, Dayton 0
I.yrtn Camp 24. Rockcastle CO 14
Madison Central 14, Montgomery Co

•13 8% annual percentage rate available to qualified buyers on retail
deliveries of new 1981 Citations ond 1982 Cavaliers through Nov 11, 1981

0
Maroon Co V.Oldham Co
Marshall Co 14, Hoplunsirdle 7
Mayfield 21, Tnig Ca.1
Meade Co 20,Fort Min 11
Middlesboro X. Bell Co 6
Wormy X.Greenville 0
Newport 19, Comngton Scott 0
Newport Cathobc 16. Boone Co 10
North Hardin 14. Nelson Co 12
Ohto Co. FS, Mcfeast Co 0
Owensboro 34. Daness Co 1"
frwensboro Apollo 14 Madisonville.
Catbelic tirj,,,z,!,!!na 6

=s
1b17Bereiir""
Pikeville V.Paintsville 14

ParUand,Tem 34, Warren Central 7
Pre40oesbael33, Knott Cent& I
Raceland 14. Nicholas Co 1207
Reidlant42. Crittenden Co I
Rowan Co 41. Mason Co 9
Russell 14. AshLand
Rtrnellville 14. Ballard Memorial
07
Shelby Co 41 Rollin Central 0
Taylor Co 7. Greer Co
Virrpe 12, Anima OT
Warren East 19. Tompkinsville 14
Washington Co 40. Bantu East 0
Wheelwrigta St Midhrts 44

1981 CITATION 4-DOOR SEDAN
a roomy five passenger hntrhbark .yith fold dawn
reor seat, rack and pinion steering, rodial ply. tires

CAVALIER 4-DOOR SEDAN.43 standard features

Lou Ballard $9. I DU Iroquois 6
la. Doss 13, 14U Pls Ridge Park 0
I ou Fairdale 44, low Shawnee 12
7
Lou Fern Creek 12. Lou Waggener .
lou Jeffersontown 14. Lou Manual

Breckuindge Co 37.. Butler Co.12
Burch, W Ye. 18, Phelps 0
Campbell Co.13. Scott Co 0
Carroll Co 23, Owen Co. 8
Cavern Z,Garnaliel 6
Cawood 43, Leslie Co 19
Christian Co 21. Paducah Tilghman

Now Through November 11-

the prosecution of the
misdemeanor charge.
Tolis, a Union City,
Tenn., resident, said
he is innocent of the
charge.
"All I can say is I'm
innocent," Tolis said.
"I'd like to say a lot
more, but on the advice of legal counsel
I'd better not.,7

HURRYIN AND SAVE
Quarter Horse and
Thoroughbred -'Horse racing
at thP country quarter V2 mile
--tractr-tver,
Sunda Y afternoon post tame 1:30 p.m. 6
miles toutheokMurray follow
the signs at Midway on 641 S.
$2.00 admission - children
under 12 free. Concessions bn
Grounds. For further information contact Eddie Huie 4928949 or Bob Atkins 492-8572.

•Chqvv makes good things happen at

-

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.
641 So. Murray
751.2617

,‘
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Jeff Garrott
Kenneth Huinswurth
Karen Hainsworth
David Stom
David Robinson
Steve Balentine
Chris Middleton
Bart Washer
Kevin Wolfe

Gory Buchanan
Murk Feryuson
Mathew Ferguson
Arthur Bailey Jr.
Michael Davis
Harry Baker
Jimmy Tripp
Mork Futrell
Lynn Lee
Buddy Workman

_

"Dedicated"
"Superior"
"Best carriers in town"

October 17

NEI
CARRIE
Saturday, October 17, is International Newspaper Carrier Day, a special day for
special people. It is the day that the newspaper industry has set aside to reward
newspaper carriers for their valuable service to the industry as a whole and to the
customers who support our industry.
•
Because the rewards that can be realized by doing a job well have always been
held as important, we want to insure that carriercknow how much their work is appreciated and that they get the recognition they have earned.
•
.

•••

Newspaper carriers are the distributors of our industry. They work odd hours in all
kinds of weather every day of the year. Having a newspaper route is a traditional
job for children, and we ore proud of the fact that having a route teaches kids
lessons about responsibility and what it means to work. But whether a newspaper
carrier is a child or on adult, the work he or she does is a vital link in the spreading
of information around the world.
On Saturday, October 17, we invite you to take part in honoring the Murray
Lodger & Times carriers. Take a minute to tell your carrier how much you opfireciate his or her service. A word from you is one of the rewords of a job well
done.
!"•
\.:11,

'Murra
tie yrray Ledger & Times

•

114(40,11 TM. Mt KR t1 . A... 1.1.1)44.1( a I IMF.... Saturda• .
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Program Assists Handicapped•

#-

"There are a lot of Spalding, a Louisville some cases,-it supplies diagnostic evalua- satisfied, we find it
handicapped people advertising specialty the necessary tools tions, job counseling, easy to go back to him
out there with ka firm, addressed a cash and uniforms. Other vocational school concerning other job
tremendous amount of flow problem utilizing times, it calls upon the training and appren- possibilities," she
skIll,but who are the program's OJT state Bureau for tice programs. Some said. screened out of the job reimbursement to hire Rehabilitation Ser- receive minimum
market. And that's a 33-year-old book- vices to pay for equip- wages from HEP
KENTUCKY
neither right nor fair," keeper afflicted with ment required by the while attending STOCKS ON THE
MOVE LAST WEEK:
mid-Susan Biritheick- —rheumatoid arthritis. -- client,- such as a claim& •
- The union-run pro- specially streamlined
Birkhold said HEP Market direction was
communications and
recruitment specialist gram works closely wheelchair bought for intends to be an effec- upward. Largest
for Kentucky's Han- with state agencies in a paraplegic working tive matchmaker for gains: Kentucky Cenclient and employer. tral Life (OTC), tp 15
dicapped Employment ensuring that its on an assembly line.
TURNING 7-UP — Harry L Crispfl (seated)proident, Seven-Up
Birkhold said the "When we make a from 135%; Sperti
clients will be properly
Program.
Bottling Company of Mattoon, M., meets with Seven-Up Company
But Birkhold isn't equipped to handle staff also assists han- good placement, and (OTC), to nil from
senior management at a franchise signing at Seven-Up headquarters in
; Texas Gas
out to lambast the their new lobs. In dicapped persons with the employer is
St. Loa's recently where ownership of the Paducah Seven-Up franchise
Transmission
business community
area was transferred to the Mattoon company. Seven-Up Company ex(NYSE), to 35/
for not having put the
3
4 from
ecutives are (from left) Gerald J. Martin, executive vice president;
31N. Biggest Loss:
disabled to work in
Robert E. Britton, director, sales administration; William E. Winter,
Chi-Chi's (OTC), to
meaningful jobs. Inchairman of the board of directors; Edward W. Frantel, president and
18% from 19%.
stead, the program
chief executive officer; and Charles W.Schmid,vice president,sales.
which operates under
the umbrella of the
Ingersoll-Rand,
Kentucky AFL-CIO
Mayfield, Centac
acts as an advocate of
Parts Service Operabetter employment options, headed by Carl
portunities for the hanbines the convenience of
Grinstead, has just
entire Escort line for 1982
For 1982, Ford Division
dicapped. And it offers
the Escort station wagon
including:
received the largest
will introduce two new
financial incentives to
with the styling of the
single part order in it's
Estimated EPA ratings
models and add a number
the state's employers
two-door hatchback," he
ten-year history.
increase to 31 city and 47
of functional refinements
for taking part in the
added.
highway, up from 1981's
Linde Division of
to existing car lines,
program.
"We expect consumers
Union Carbide Corratings of 30 and 44. The
James Parker, president
As of July 31, HEP,
poration this week purto compare it with the
estimated city rating for
of Parker Ford Inc., 701
using CETA funds,had
chased spare parts to
larger, heavier Chrysler
base Escorts equipped
Main St., Murray,said toreimbursed Kentucky
support its 13 Centacs
'K' and General Motors
with the automatic tranday.
employers a total of
now in operation.
'J' cars. Since it offers
saxle climbs to 29rnaking
"Ford Escort — 1981's
$305,000 for on-the-job
Joe Waggoner,
comparable front and
Escort one of the most efbest-selling front-wheeltraining costs in fiscal
manager of parts serrear head and leg room,
ficient cars available to
drive small-car line —
year 1981. Ordinarily,
vice at Mayfield,
superior fuel economy
buyers who prefer
adds a new four-door hatemployers .may
.fiotomatic nsmissions
And a price.hundreds
_played an ipportant
chback model for _1982
rec.-eve'-6ne-baff of a
role along with
dollars lower, the E-scort
Livelier- through-the-and the Ford Granada
disabled worker's
Howard Warnock,
adds a.station wagon,"
should do very well in
gears performance, a
wages up to 26 weeks
Centac complete
such a face-off."
new optional close-ration
Parker said.
MINI-RACE CAR WNNNER — The winner
of OJT. Birkhold said
machine salesman in
Parker also pointed out
manual transaxle will be
ESCORT
of the Pennzoil mini-Cliaperal race car, given
OJT reimbursement
the Cleveland, Ohio .
several functional imavailable shortly after
"The new Escort
away Oct. 9 by the Bel Air Center Wal-Mart
can amount to more
branch. •
provements made to the
public introduction.
four-door hatchback comstore, was Harrison Posey (left), Buchanan,
than $2,000 per worker.
The order was signTenn. With Posey is Ricky Smith,store assisThe program serves
ed at Linde's headtant manager. The race car was given away
the disabled and the
quarters in TonawanG. CORN,jR.
to celebrate the store's grand reopening as
business community
da, New York, and is
Wal-Mart.
from offices in
for delivery in 1981.
Louisvilre,
South West
North East
"Sermons are like pie
Why did West get 'a
•
Elizabethtown, Lex.
1.
Pass
I.
Pass
crust, the shorter the
sermon?
He
should
have.
1,
ington and Ashland.
Pass
4111
Pass
better." — Austin O'Malley.
refused the first round of
4 NT
Pass
5V
Pass
Those offices serve 90
trumps. Had he done so,
6,
Pass
Pau
l'ass
counties. HEP's
declarer would have been
budget for fiscal year
stuck. If declarer tried a
Opening lead Spade deuce
1982is $568,000. Since
second trump, West would
West got a sermon for his
its founding in April
win and lead another. ,With
defense of today's tricky
The ace of trumps is usu1979,HEP has placed
only one trump in dumrtiy.
slam but he's still not sure
WASHINGTON percent, in compliance new rate takes effect
ally the most important
about 400 Kentuckians (AP) —
declarer could manage only
he made the wrong play.
with the new tax act the following
card in the deck. Sometimes
with visual, hearing, taxpayersDelinquent passed
one club ruff and the slam
Study the way the play went
will be
during the February.
it pays to hold on to it
orthopedic and. other
would go one down.
Previously, the rate
and see if you agree with
charged 20 percent summer.
impairments into non- interest on
What if declarer didn't
East.
Bid with Coro
The rate on the was changed every
their
union as well as union
lead
the second trump?
won
Dummy's
ace
spade
years
two
to
equal
90
outstanding bills and dividual and corporate
jobs.
Then East would enjoy a
the first trick and a low
South holds
10-17-81-B
those who overpay will estimated taxes and percent of the prime,
club overruff with his 10 of
Dave Bremer, co- collect interest
declarer's
was
trump
led
to
which
is
the
banks
rate
most other tax law
at
the
trumps and declarer would
•K J
owner of Cowart and
king and West's ace. West
same rate, starting provisions imposing charge corporate
Si KQJ6
get
the
minus
same
score.
another
spade
to
led
Bremer, said HEP next Feb. 1, the
interest also will be 20 customers.
Inter•5
another
dummy's
and
queen
NORTH
bought the hand tools nal Revenue
18-17-41-A
The law was chang•AKJ96
Service percent, the IRS said.
•A Q 10
trump lead dropped East's
used by a deaf worker announced
The rate was chang- ed to make the IRS intoday.
V9 8 7 2
w,ere
clubs
high
Two
10.
hired to work at
The IRS said it is ed based on the new terest rate corn•A Q10 6
cashed and a low club was
South Ntirth
Bremer's custom
•5 3
raising the interest law, which requires parable to the market
14,
I.
dummy.
spade
in
ruffed
A
to
caginetry shop in Lex- rate charged
rate,
has
which
been
WEST
EAST
that the interest rate
on
declarer's king. provided a •&62
ington. Bremer also underpayments tax be
•9 7 5 4
set each October well above the current
and
safe entry (West led the
took advantage of the paid on
A 54
•10 3
ANSWER: Four hearts A
overpayments equal to the average 12 percent the IRS has
another
spade deuce) and
•9 8 3
•K J 7 4 2
OJT reimbursement.
to 20 percent from 12 prime rate for the been using.
great hand in support of
ruffed
dummy
club
in
was
•
Q
10
4
2
•
8
7
Newell Enterprises, underpayment of in- preceding
The new IRS rate
hearts 421 support points)
month. The
to establish declarer's fifth
SOUTH
a Somerset company
may prove to be
and a good play for game
virtually
success
With
club.
•K J 3
that inspects
substantially higher
should exist even opposite
111 K Q J 6
assured, dummy's diamond
automobile headlight
than the commercial
the most puny response
•5
ace was cashed, a diamond
lenses and reflectors
K J 96
rate, which has slipped
was ruffed and declarer
Send bridge questions to The Ares.
for defects, is almost
to 18 percent in the
claimed the last two tricks
P0 Box 12343. Dallas. Texas 75223.
Vulnerable: Both Dealer
corfipletely ataffed
past month and
with a high trump and a South.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
The bidding:
with HEP clients. Onefor reply
appears headed lower.
good club.
"A new spirit of enPalmer,
formerly
half of the salaries of thusium, and plans
for with the Kroger Co.
manager Dan Turner
•
Many positive changes and Aldi Foods, has
and five other han- are what Duane
taken over the reins of
dicapped employees is Palmer brings to
the Big John and brings
being reimbursed Big John
Super over two decades in
through the life of the Stqres," Bob
Martin,
David Graham and owners will be John Ed its interior display
Iles-teas dilemmas fads
company's OJT pro- chairman of the board, retail grocery exJohn
Ed Scott Sr., of Scott Sr. and John Ed space and inventory.
perience
to
the
comafter a SUNK WISH tat.
gram.
of the Carmi, Ill., bas- pany. Palmer said that the Scott Drug Co, Scott Jr.
No physical changes
ks yew Masten, it's sty 'Mb to bola yea male be
And Specialities by ed company,said.
The Scott Hallmark will be made to the
retailing food for less have announced the
most of yews sea aisigtsberfassad. Ow skin* areas.
is his business and this transfer of Allison's Division, formed in building.
Csawasity mmortealtim. Spossial &Wadies'. Les
ist islets to sass yes time sad maw.
Store hours are from
is what he pledges to Cards and Gifts, 400 1978, operates retail
stores in Harrisburg, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. MonPlus a basket if gifts Mr yew toady.
do with the Big John Main St.
I'll be listisaing tot year 'all.
Stores.
The downtown Mur- Ill.; Dyersburg, day through Friday, 9
Already Palmer has ray store closed its Tenn.; and Union City, a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturelersme ii aro]
Tenn. There are addi- day and 12 p.m. atio 6
taken action to make doors Wednesda
.y.
e Ku.,1492-RO4O
1‘
It is being transfer- tional plans for future Sunday.
the company even
more aggressive than red to Scott's expansion.
in the past, by closing Hallmark Shops, a - Scott Drugs, .1205
two unprofitable division of the Scott Chestnut,.will continue
stores so he can con- Comminies, and will to serve the communicentrate on the be relocated in Mill- ty. The elder Scott said
markets where there ington, Tenn. The new the store will expand
is good potential.
New pricing
offer our
policies, _ expanded
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
product lines, and a
FEELING WITH GENUINE
new advertising format have commenced
GM PARTS
in all Big John Stores.
The electricity
With these new, more
you use for
aggressive
marketing
water heating
changes, planned by
represents almost
Palmer, he guarantees
one-fourth of your
that, over all, no one
yearly electric bill.
will have lower prices
To save energy
than Big Johns.
and money:

Company
Receives
Big Order

Ford Plans Two New Models

TH E ACESkIRA

Delinquent Taxpayers To Be
Charged 20 percent Interest-

Big Johns Super Stores

Adds New Employee

Allison's Closes Downtown

Getting settled
made simple.

Mon,
ey

L.

Bank of
wenki
Murray

:Congratulations

Down
the
Drain•'

• Run the dishwasher only when
its full
.• Wash clothes in warm water, rinse
in
cold water

Duane Palmer
Harrison,Posey

•

1982 Cargo Von
.Ideol Utility Von
-1461oviriStock

•;raw a:quick, Wenn Shower
insteaare
a bath in a tub tull of hot Water
•Set the thermostat at 140' it you have
an etesttnc dishwasher, 120 if you do

Cavort-Up Co.

-- • •

not

11/4

West Ky. Rural
Electric Coop Corp.
Norm-Mayfield 753-5112

1111111111SIMIIII

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
• Dry full loads—but
don't overtoad. Clothes that
can tumble freely will dry
faster and with fewer
wrinkles
*

753-2617

GM QUAUTv
MINCE PARTS

4112113PAL MOTORS 1111.RTS DIMON

0 2 •

Ingersoll-Rand

641 S.
Murray
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Calloway Schools Get Funds
The Callowa; County school District has
received written approval of the district's
ERA, Part B Application for Funds.
Funds authorized
under ERA,Part B are
for providing services
to children not already
receiving needed services and the identification, location,
and evaluation of handicapped children.
Funds also are. used
for providing educational programs to
newly identified handicapped children.
All procedural
safeguards for handicapped children and
their parents in deci-

sions regarding educational programs and
confidentiality of files
of those children identified as handicapped
will continue to be instituted. The approved
application will be on

file in the Office of the
Superintendent .of the
Calloway County
School Distrtct located
on College Farm
Road, for the perusal
of any interested persons.

LPN's To Have Meeting,
Workshop Monday Night
The District 17: Unit
I of the LPN Association will have its final
meeting of the drugalcohol workshop at 7
p.m. Monday, Oct. 19,
in the private dining
room of the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

Credit will be given
for those attending the
meeting. Forms need
to be filled out before
credit can be given.
Speaker at the
workshop will be
Calloway County
District Judge Sid
Easley.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

-

•

4 Young
ACROSS
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
salmon
1 Cry
5 Bitter vetch
4 Flower part
CC COMB BEIM
6 Scale note
9 In what
BOB 02000 MOB
7 A continent
manner?
MOM= MUG=
8 Citrus fruit
12 A Gershwin
BOCCI BOBB
9 Flight of
13 Get up
BUBO OBBMICOUC
Mohammed
14 Time period
BOMB BUBB BC
10 Oslo coin
15 Works hard
COM COMO OMB
11 Existed
17 Likenesses
16 Shade tree
ME BOUM =CUB
19 Prohibit
CUMBUMBO COBB
20 New Zealand 18 Desert
dwellers
aborigine
UCCU CCM
20 Authoritative BOMB 0000CBC
21 Volume
command
23 Sun god
CUM BOB= OMB
24 The nostrils 21 Collides with
C OMB CUD
22 Common- •
27 Employ
place
28 Lion's pride
46 Angry
ornament
23 Rage
30 Formal
47 Arabian
26 Actress Terry 38 Small
dance
' garment
40 Family -31 -Gseek4etter 26-Skfd
48 Footlike part
Member
28 RI's neighbor
32 Tapers
49 Healihg
3451, to Caesar n A Fitzgerald 42 Flying
goddess
mammal
32 Fragments
35 Lane
33- Salvador 44 Russian ruler 50 Female ruff
37 High
53 Sun god
36 Cap
45 Urn
38 Conducted
39 Killed
9 10 11
4 5 6 7
2 3
41 Tantalum
14 5.
symbol
13
12
42 Twining stem
IN
17
15
43 Malice
Oa
45 Large tub
20 5555
19
46 Large
245525 II
23
21
amounts
38 Idle chatter
30
25529
51 Actor Vigoda 27
34
33
52 Shows
concern
IA
III
36
35
54 Falsehood
S
liU
MI
38
55 Pigeon pea
42
39
Expunge
56
43555
57 Before

I LEGAL NOTICE

U (,At WJ ICE

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
y
.
Sealed proposals will be received by the Callosra
Cbunty Board of Education at the office of the
Board, Galloway County, Kenbacky, until 110 pin.
C.S.f., Thursday, October 29, 1981, for the furnishing of labor,materials,services and equipment
reiltured to _construct Energy Conservation .Pro.
gram, Calloway County Schools, Calloway County,
Kentucky. At the appointed time and place all proposals will be publicly read and opened.
Two copies of plans, specifications and bid form
may be obtained [ruin the Architects, Gingles and
Harms, 2111 Twentieth Avenue Suuth, Nashville,
Tennessee, by general contractors by depositing a
check made payable to Gingles and Harms in the
amount of Four Hundred and No/100 Dollars
1400.001. Plans and specifications will be on file at
the office of the Architects, at the plan rooms of
Nashville Contractors Association, Nashville; F. W.
Dodge, Nashville, Memphis and Evansville. Deposit
will be returned to all unsuccessful contractors if
bona fide bid has been tendered and plans and
specifications are returned in good condition within
ten days after bids are received.
General contractors, subcontractors, material
suppliers, and other interested persons may obtain
additional copies of plans and specifications by payment of the cost of reproduction which amounts to
$30.00 per complete set of plans and specifications.
A certified check made payable to the Calloway
County Board of Education or a Bid Bond, executed
by the bidder and a bonding company licensed to
operate in the State ol Kentucky, in an amount not
less than ten percent of the bid shall accompany
each bid.
Proposals shall be in accordance with the Kentucky Procurement Code, KRS 45A.345 to 45A.460,
and the award shall be made on the basis of the
lowest bid price. There will be no competitive
negotiation. In the event that the lowest bid exceeds
the available funds,all bids will be rejected.
The successful bidder will be required to furnish
performance and payment bond for the full amojnt
of the contract.
Any bid received after time set for opening bids
will be returned, unopened to the bidder.
No bid may be withdrawn, after time set for opening bids,for a period of sixty days.
The Owner reserves the right to reject any and all
bidsand foraiveany informant:
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
By: Dr. Jack Rose,Superintendent

After October 20, 1981,Kw Community Development Agency of Murray win not accept rehabirdo.
Non applications from residents of the North
•ie
Douglas Project area.
The Community C‘mmloporment 'loci Grant Na.
item pertaining to rehabilitation giOnet wiN be dosed out oath.above date.
N further information is remind, call the Community Development office it 759-1224.
lobby K. Henry
Dimmer

NM

SU
LaII

US

2150.

7.65 Wolthers; 25
CoLAutornotic, 38
Cal. Smith 8
Wesson, 9 MM
Browning
Automatic, 45 Cal.
Navy Colt.

Information on Alaskan
and OVERSEAS omptoy-

WNKJ 89.3 FM
radio with o
Special Sound.
Jim's Rubber Stamps has
sold to Murray Rubber
Stamps. 753-6625. ,
yr,- do resumes,•
passports, 10's and,
• Allen rewstrotions.

and feel like a new you attend the Lady Love Consultation at Gene & Jo's
Flowers. Each Tues. &
Thurs. at 7 p.m. Free door
- prizes.

6 HELP WANTED
Found in Panorama
Shores female Musky mix
With dark jprown and
black fur, curly tail -and
short nose. Call 436-5663.
NEED THREE PEOPLE
to shampoo carpets opPOrtunity for $300.00 per
week. Apply in person 8
a.m.-10 a.m, only at 701
Jefferson St. Paducah.
$350.00 weekly stuffins
envelopes. All ages. No
experience necessary.
For information send selfaddressed stamped
envelope to: Richard. D.,
P.O. Box iii84, Wakefield,
Mass. Q11180
INTERESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS???
Hostess; a needle craft
demonstration - receivt
beautiful free gifts fret
lessons in latch hook, embroidery, counted crossstitch and needle point.
Contact Lou Stroder at
502 436 2842. Don't Miss
out! Call Now! Today!

UNLESS IGET TRAPPED
BYSOME
NUTS

JJALY.a-

STORE, LADIES

All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouSes,
garages. All size
buildings panels. Custom
Built 753-0984.

9. SITUATION WAN TE
Mature ladies with tailor
shop or detail clothing
alterations ability both
men and women clothing.
For appointment call 7591127 from 9-3. Senior
citizens welcome.
Shipment and receiving
clerk 9 am -1 p.m. five
days per week. Typing
Skill and booking re04'0. Action Personnel
753-6532.
•
Will do babysitting in my
home day or night. 7591560.

GANG.

1HIS
NAME 15

WALKER

WALKER ?!*
TuROO..,
THAT'S THE
-PHA N TOAI

IT'S JUST LIKE
BUYING A NEW
PAIR

GOOROO 7 QUIET(BURP)
UNTIL I FINISH
THIS DELICIOUS
DESSERI.THEN
WE'LL DISCUSS
WHAT'S-- H15NAME.(8URP)

ikoite
*FOR WE oSNOST WHO WALKS.

Goodyear, Firestone, BF
Goodrich and others.
Tractor and farm tires on
farm tire service. Snappy
service. Vinson Tractor
Cp. 753-4892.

•
•

Best prices on three point
seeders, also truck tool
boxes. Vinson Tractor.
753-48'92.

WE BUY
Gold, Silver, Diamond rings, class
rings, etc.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Shop

I will babysit or stay with
elderly people. 435-4233.All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses,
garages. All size
buildings panels. Custom
Built 753-0984.
Shopping working
mothers. Daycare Saturdays - weekday afternoons and earenings. Preschool children toddlers.
753-6988.
Would like job house
cleaning. Honest, dependable, have references.
759-1255.
Will remove dead or unwanted trees and shrubs.
Call for free estimates
before 2:30. 753-5484.

Olympic Plaza
)pen:9 o.m. to 9 p.m
753-7113
BIBLE CALL
Enjoy The Simple
Things - 7594444. Children's
Story - 759.445.
4
22 MUSICAL
Nead lead guitarist to join
country rock band. 7591799.

TRY
BEFORE
YOU
BUX

Experienced typist will
do typing -in home. Call
492-8930 after 5 p.m.
Reliable babysitter will
baby sit for infants to two
years, day or night. Have
references. Phone 7538600.

10. BUSINESS
OPP9RTUNITY

Y

So

your child
wants to toid
piano lossons but
you hate to buy a
piano before your
sure they will stick
with it. RENT IT

FIRST!. Root applies to ponchos*

CLAYTONS
753-7573

23 EXTERMINATING

Want to buy pickup truck
1969-1971 Ford body. Call
759-4137 after 6 p.m. or
753-3654.

Dogs, Cats, Birds,
Monkeys ETC for TV
Commercials • Col
(212) 757-6072. Or
apply 2-5 PM only
Coble World Prod'stions'211 W 56 St,
Suite SD, NY.
2 NOTICE

AFTER /
SEE HIM
I THINK
HE'LL <
AGREE.

Hydrolic oil for all trac- .
tos. Some new and used
parts for Fords and other
tractors. Plow points for
all plows. Manifolds for
Ford, Massey Ferguson
and AC tractos. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.

Will do house cleaning
and office cleaning. Also
windows. Have experience and references.
759-1197 after 5 p.m.

Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.
30 sq ft. red-black shag
carpet $25.00, black chair
$20.00,, spanksh lamp ..
$10.00, black-silver fire
screen $20.00. Other
spanish accessories call
753-4445 after 4 p.m

I
.

_Mr CHIEF, YOU'RE
A GOOD MAN.WHEN WE NAB
GC:ORO(),I HOPE ',CU'LL
ts ARREST THE WHOLE
---

2000 disk blades in stock.
Do not buy disk blades until you get our price. All
guages and sizes. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.

z .1_5 ARTICLES FOR SALE

f')(`')(=, 1 MD'c
AND I LIKE 1,
YOUR SHOES

19. FARM EQUIPMENt

Willet. maple chest of
drawers and bed side
table. Call 753-8760.

ANIMALS
NEEDED

"OLIVE TRIE.D ON EVERY
PAIR cc SHOES IN THE

Wing back chair claw feet
$100.00, hydrolic beauty
shop chair $90.00. Hoover
mini washer $40.00, Monti
Clair stereo and two
speakers, AM - FM,record
player, cassene needs
repair $50.00. 753-0061
after 5 p.m.

8 STORAGE BUILDING

14 WANT TO B

Wanted for TV Commercials. Coll (210)
757-6072 or apply 25 pm only. Coble
World Productions,
211 W. 56 St., Snits 5
I, NY.

I BEL IEVE IN STICKING
CLOSE TO THE TRUTH

gold Brocade sofa, large
Early American flora
sofa hide a - bed, sewing
machine and cabinet. A
small black wrought iron
bed, aquarium table,
lamps, other items. 7535677.

Established business for
sale. Excellent location.
For -further information
call 753-8738

NEW
TALENT

NAVE TO GO
BACK AND
PICK UP
SOMETHING
' 5

4-nif
Secretary typing light dictation -full time.
Action Personnel 7536532.

$350.00 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For information send self addressed
stamped envelope to Kenny S. 88 North St.
Stonehen, Mass.02180.

M & G Complete' Glass
Co. has added a new line
of work that features
showcases and display
cases, pie cases, store
displays and glass sheveling. We also install auto
glass, fix storm windows
and doors, repair and
replace store fronts, install patio door glass,
plate glass and windo
glass. Cut mirrors and
glass table tops. Do picture framing. 753-0180.
5.

ALL THESE LEAVES BLEW OFF
OF OUR CRANKY NEIGHBOR'S
TREE

table and two end tables,
large French Provencial

Want mature person to do
phone soliciting. Experience preferred but
not necessary. Call 753265/.

Olympic Plaza
OP*18: 9 0.M. to v
753-7113

•• 4171-

6062.

Reliable baby sitter for
infant and three year old.
753,8418.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Shop

'SPIKE'S REAL ESTATE „NEEDLES,
I THINK SHE WAS
CALIFORNIA'..WELL,I'M NOT
MORE DEPRESSED THAN
READY TO BUY...
WE THOUGHT, CHARLES... REALLY
COULDN'T YOU JUST FIND
WHERE DO YOU THINK
ME A PLACE TO STAY?
SHE WENT?

16 HOME FURNISHING
-Hardy cl.rysantheii...ans
cushion type, many col
ors $395 to S4 95. Hoff
man's Nursery 94 East.
Dining room table with
six chairs and buffet. Call
4921.59.

ment. Excellent income.
Moving Sole -- Lave
Call (3)2)741-9780 Ext. •• French. Provencial cotter

Collectors
weopons, pistols,
rifles 8 shotguns.
Come in and see
our assortment.

111

5I4E'5 GONE CHARLES!
PEPPERMINT PATTY
HAS LEFT TOWN!

mother. Wages will be
room and board. Call 436

If you *would like to look

Public Notice
North Douglas
Area

555

SUS

.4"PISTOLS
GALORE

•300 Mom

FA •

, 465555
DOWN
1 Yellow ocher
si
2 Anglo-Saxon
66
55
money
3 Chatter

Need housekeeper and
baby sitter for expektant

" Carter Studio
753-8298

2 NOTICE

NI

ki we

6 HELP WANTED

1 NOTICE

12. NOTICE

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control
24 MISCELLANEOUS
Firewood reasoned oak
and hickory cut to order.
Bulk rates available. 7537585 or 753-7300.
STOVE BOARDS, heavy
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32"
x 42", $15.99. 36" x 54",
$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.

I

IS EbUCATION IN YOUR FUTURE? COLLEGE OR VOCATIONAL TRAINING CAN
OPEN DOORS. THE KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION CENTER CAN
HELP YOU FIND A PROGRAM AND
FINANCIAL AID THAT IS RIGHT FOR
YOU. CALL 1-800-292-2253 BETWEEN
"A.M:AND 6 P.M.(EASTERN TIME).

Firewood
Order now and burn'
seasoned wood this winter
436.2758.
Four ET mags and four
steel belted radial tires,
29 sheets of trailer underpinning. Call -.753-3677
after 6 p.m.
Wood burning stove
Atlanta Knight, blower,
new used two months
$295.00. Call 753-3629.

irOtIre- .-1,4 716 ma& -

WALLIS DRUG
'PRESCRIPTIONS *DIE*,FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSME TICS
'HOLLISTER OSTOMV PRODUCTS
*
trine mpiebeiv on Prrw roplirm‘ self ifil

paint for sale or trade.
Refrigerator frost -free
314 years old $100.00 or
trade. Sears Kenmore
eleLtric stove need-s
burner $60.00 or trade.
.1950 Chevrolet truck
-grcat condition sale or
trade. Three galvanized steel chicken nests makes
sale or trade
36nests
18
4

•
•
LEDGER & TIMES.Smartie).fhtu&wv 17.1141

1111:. MARA% •

24.,MISCELLANEOUS
Wood -burning stove with
1
2 years
fan and jacket. 2/
Aid. 345-2135.
Glass and antique brass
fireplace screen used one
season. Sears best. Call
436.2289.

28 MOBILE
HOME RENTALS

34 HOUSES FOR RENT

Mobile homes for rent
$90.00 and $100.00 per
month including water.
Call 753-6534.

Furnished two bedroom
mobile home with central
Harvest gold etectric
heat $175.00 a month.
dryer tr/5.00, ladder rack
Brandi's Tr. Pk.formerly
for a short bed pickup W Moody's. Call 753-8411.
$25.00. 759-1322.
-Mobile home 12 x 50 fur90 watt amplifier with nistted near university.
radio and cassette deck. Central heat, no pets,
Stereo also has Dolby deposit required. Phone
Fisher 553 D 753-3895 after 5:00.
discriminator metal
detector. 753 9672.
For rent: nice two
Gas stove excellent condi- bedroom trailer, near
tion $125.00 firm. 753-2266 Murray. No pets! 4892611.
or 759-9626.
Antique clawfoot china
cabinet in good condition.
Call after 5:003.45-2306.

Three bedroom 14x70 fully furnished. Prefer couple with one child. No
pets. Call 753-4864.

Custom made rifle case,
slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixiel; nd Center. 7599633.

Two bedroom trailer 16
acres. 753-8889 after 4
p.m.

CHIMNEYS, ALL fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x 30",
$20.99; 8"x30", $29.99;
installation kit,6",$29.995
8", $42.99. Wallin
'Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

32. APTS. FOR RENT

Custom made leather
lockets, trousers, hats.
Minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

Furnished efficiency
apartment one block from
MSU $100.00 per month.
Call 759-4538.

1
2. OnNurses shoes size 6/
ly worn once $20.00. 7532896.
SPECIAL SALE - Marble chips 50 lb. bag $1.99,
spaghnum peat moss 4 Cu.
ft. bale $7.69, peat moss,
potting soil, top soil, cow
manure-40 lb. bag $1.49,
one-third off on all trees
and shrubs in stock.
COAST TO COAS t Central Shopping Center.
26 TV RADIO

REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. MOBILE
HOMES SALES
1971 Richardson trailer
12x60. Gas, central air
and heat, furnished
$6700.00. Call 753-4312
after 5 p.m. Call 753-8854.
1978 Trailer all electric,
two bedroom, one bath,
air condition, storage
building, underpinned.
Located at Fox Meadows
Tr. Pk. Call 753-0627 after
4:30 or 762-2896.
12x65 1973 mobile home
three bedroom, two full
baths, central air, porch,
furnished extra-nice. Call
759-1987.

Two bedroom house three
miles east of Murray.
Dishwasher, stove, trash
compactor. Call 753-8830
after 5 p.m. 753-1463.

Commercial property for
rent approximately 2000
sq. ft. on S. 12th St.
Formerly Southside
Restaurant.753-6612.

Two bedroom apartment
-close-to hospital. Deposit
required. No pets. 7537809.

8 mm movie camera used
once. Cost $155.00 will
take $75.00. Call 489-2595.

Three bedroom house
eight miles east of Murray. Call 436-2582.

NNW
Worolsooso
Storer Spas*
For Root
753-47511

Wheat straw for sale 75
cents. Call, after 5 p.m.
489-2387 or 489-2298.

WOOD HEATERS.
deluxe cabinet, brick
lined fire box, cast irori
grates and doors, lift off
cook surface top, $239.99.
Two speed blower, $59.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.

New 3-4 bedroom brick
two baths, den with.....
Franklin fireplace on
lakefront lot. Least,
references, *deposit.
Strout Realty 753-0186

BUSINESS RENTALS.

Wood for sale $25.00 a
rick. Call 489-2101 or 4892231.
KERO-SUN heaters
Moonlighter, $154.99;
Radiant 8, $162.991
Radiant 10, $209.99;
Radiant 36, $212.99;
Om ini 85, $218.99;
Director, $254.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn

Well insulated, re
decorated house, five
rooms, bath, utility room
Large kitchen, stove,
buitt-in cabinets. City water. Available im
inediately. Near -Murray
$150.00: References
Deposit. Couple. Ne pets
753-7551.

For rent two bedroom
apartment $175.00 a
month. 1301B Peggy Ann.
Call 753-8411.
Nice furnished one
bedroom apartment. Inquire at 100 S. 13th St.
Two bedroom apartment
on South 8th. Adults.
Lease and deposit - required. Call 753-9208 after
4 p.m.
Two bedroom apartment
for rent, range, overt
refrigerator,dishwasher,
disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
No pets. One year lease
and $225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
753-264 or 753-3865.
•
Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment
$175.00 per month. Call
Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.
Nice two bedroom
townhouse apartment.
Carpeted, central heat
and air, range,
refrigerator, disposer,
dishwasher, washer
dryer hook-up. 753-7559 or
753-7550:
Large one bedroom
apartment near hospital
furnished or unfurnished.
Adults only, no pets.
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208 after
4p.m.
Efficient apartment for
boys. 1603 College Farm
Road. 492-8225.
Nice one bedroom furnished apartment $135.00.
Partial utilities furnishtd
and Apts. 641 North. First
building on left northof
stadium. Inquire apt. 2.3-6
p.m.

33. ROOMS FOR RENT

12x6rfrailer for sale. 1975
model, excellent Boys rooms for rent one
condition. Two bedroom block from university.
and bath /
1
2. Fully Call 753-1812 or 753-6933.
carpeted. Call prandon
Dill, Dill's Tr. Ct. 753-9104 34. HOUSES FOR RENJ
or nights 753-1551.
Five room frame nouse
/
2
12x64 three bedroom 11
located on Hwy. 121 west
bath newly carpeted, parof Murray.`Call 753-5602
tially furnished. $4500.00
between 8 and 4.
Call after 5 p.m. 753-4469.

Looks and Fuel Efficiency!
Good
7
Se*

HUTCH REBEL
Fireplace Insert
Newest innovation in fireplace inserts Tnpie wail
airtight plate steel construction Cast iron doors'
and solid brass decorative
tnm are standard Unit Includes a 550 CFM motor
and decorator surround
Equally popular as a tire.
place insert or tree standing stove Available in
sizes--30.., 36 .40

o•

Murray Lumber Co.
104 Mai:4e Sr.
Murray, Ky.

Four bedroom house 61 2
East of Murray just
off Hwy. 280 on 614. Rent $300.00 per month. Call
753-6612 or 753-5200,

43 REAL E

A

1811
First offering by
Three
US
bedroom, 2 bath, 2
miles out. Also a
three bedroom
goroge oportttient.
Three bedroom
brick in the city
also 10x50 2
bedroom furnished
mobile home in City
753411111

miles

Four bedroom house furnished one bath, living
room, dining room, kitchen, gas heat. S. 14th St
Call 753-8250 after 4 p.m.
Two or three bedroom
house. 907 N. 16th Murray. 492-8225
Newly decorated three
bedroom house 1207
Kirkwood.753-5945.
Three bedroom house, living room with fireplace,
family room, carpet,
drapes and appliances.
Walk to M.S.U. Call 7533006..
121 between Coldwater
and Mayfield. Two or
three 5edrooms,
irefrigera , stove and
dishwasher furnished.
Call 489-2775.
Two houses near
university. $100.00
deposit, $108.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-4365353.
37. LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES
One-two horse trailer.
Priced to sell. Call
daytime 753-5671, nights
753-3430.
Seven month old gaited,
saddle colt natural rocker
$400.00. Call 753-0224 after
S p.m.
38. PETS SUPPLIES
AKC registered Doberman puppies. Have been
wormed and had shots. A
reasonable price. 759,4651.
Dog Obedience Workshop
Oct. 17th & lgth with or
without dog. Covers how
dogs learn and the most
modern training techniques. How to get the most
out of your "dog dollars."
Nationally known training director. Eight miles
South of Murray at Glendhenmere Kennels. 4362858.
Six month old Black
Great Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536527.
AKC Alaskian Malenute
puppies. Shots and wormed. Good pets and show
dogs. Call 753-9390.
AKC small poodles one
male three female. Call
492-8974.
AKC German Shepard
puppies, 28 champions
and five generations also
registered American
Eskimo Spitz pdppies.
502-554-2153.
40. PRODUCE
Turnips $6.00 bushel, turnip greens 30 cents lb.,
ripe or green tomatoes 25
cents lb. Call 1,901-642
4439.
41 PUBLIC SALE
Big 2-Party Garage Sale
Fri., Sat, Sun. Oct. 16, 17,
18. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Bicycle,
toys, books, shoes, ladies,
men, lots junior clothes
New and used stuff. Lots
miscellaneous. 1204
Doran Rd.

IL PROMO!, MANALINAINT

SUPER ASSUMPTIONS! Yes you con'
There are alternative
methods of buying and
selling property,
however, and in many
cases they ore more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods
These alternative
meil•As will become
incrensingly popular in
the next decode. As
average home prices
and prime mortgage interest rates increase,
the demand for alternative methods of buying and selling increase
correspondingly. Currently, mitre than SO%
of all real estate transactions involve one or
more alternative financing methods.
. • methods that .are
beneficial to both the
buyer ond seller of property.
methods
available to you.

21.

LORETTA -JOSS. REALTORS
Inc 5Ycrlimore
mu"aY 15.entucky 42071
t502.753V42

31E 3E"X 310

43 RE AL ESTATE

STATELY
OLDER
RESIDENCE
2 Story brick
residence on large
wooded mains
street lot. Upstairs
consists of 2 large
modern apartments and 1st floor
is main residence.
New central gas
beating system,
new 25 year yea,
and home has been
restored to an excellent state of
repair. Very attractive
assumable loan is
available. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
PRICE
REDUCED $10,000
4000 square feet insulated metal
building on 1 42
acres, located on
busy highway 4
miles from Murray. Priced below
replacement cost
$50's. Railroad access in back of proeperty. Additional
ad/dining 2 acres
are-- a va ila-ble-,
Price reduced.
$10,000 to upper
$50:s. Phone 753E222. Kopperud
Realty.

48 AUTO SERVICES

ifulyicESOFFERED

Import Auto Salvage
1600 Datum engine. 1100
te RC Toyota, automatic
standard shifts transrnis
soot 00a1 and Chevy Lu•
engines. Call Ale 2321

I I Elettr lc is Myr mak
,n0 SerVet* calls on plum
bang and electric call
753 9104

Reynolds Giros major
and minor solo reOetrs
will make service calls
Call 7539391 openS 6pm
Monday through Satyr
day Kwy 121 five miles
south of Murrai Used
cars fot sale

LAKE HOME
Dreamed of a
home on the lake,
but thought you
couldn't afford it?
Well, now you can.
This like new, 4
BR.,2 bath, 2story
home can easily be
yours because it
has two complete
separate
housekeeping apts.
whereas you can
live in one and rent
the othewr. This
home is located only a few steps from
the water edge of
Ky. Lake on a tree
shaded lot in
beautiful
Panorama Shores.
Offered in the 40's
thru Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
St.

OVERLOOKING
HILLSIDE
Economic family
living in this
wooden contemporary home and
1% acres located
in a lovely setting
at the edge of Murray. Many unique
unusual features
including 40x12
Redwood deck,
40x12 concrete
patio, fireplaces in
living room and
family room, pella
thermopane windows, and much
much -more. Price
just reduced.$70's.
Phone 753-1222,
OKopperud Realty, for all the
details. We are
members of Multiple Listin GG Ser-

411Iwwi•
COMPLETE INVENTORY OF BUCK STOVES AND
RELATED PRODUCTS. Lowest prices in State of
to 80°c ON MS TEAR'S
- hentucky SAVE 50
HEATING BILLS.
Contact: Calloway County Agent: Steve
Combs 753 4718 after 4:00 p m. or may be
seen at 13UCh Stoves on Cadiz Hey. 68 'Nest
to Red Ace), Cadiz, Kentucky.
Coll Cadiz 1-S22-6291

SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods II 24'
available $27 50 a rick
delivered Call John
Boyer al /53 115.16

49 USED CA125
1974 Chevrolet Malibu 4
door great condition,
45,000 miles, one owner
Call UN 2595

44 LOTS FOR SALE
Beautiful wooded one
acre building lot. Will sell
1/2 acre and owner will
finance at reduced in-.
terest rate. Call 753-0091.
45 FARMS FOR SALE

753-1222

Need watt on yew trees'
Topping, prunigg. snap
itte. complete (squaw
and more Call ROVER'S
TREE SERVICE,for pro
fessional tree care 753
036

Secluded farm stead. 60
acres include marketable
timber, tobacco base.
Tobacco barn to accommodate 3600 sticks, 8
stall stock barns, sulpher
springs and good well.
Large well constructed
older farm house:'Just
right to be remodeled into
a beautiful home. Large
foyer with open stair case
leading to bedroom on se
cond floor. Two
fireplaces, plus electric
heat. Large kitchen, 8x20
sun room. All this tor only
$55,000.00. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. for details
753-7724
40 acre farm, half mile from
town on 94 East. six tenths of
a mile blacktopped. 23 acres
tendable, 17 timber. For mgre
information call Purctom 8a
ThurMan Real Estate, 753.
4451; Susy Wells.. 753-1585 or
leneva Giles, 753 6557

1976 Vofkswagon Rabbit
$1925 00 753 7675
1980 Chevette air, low
mileage 753 6379

1980 Oldsmobile Cutlass
Broughm diesel 17,000
miles. Absolutely like
new. 435 4579
1972 Nova automatic,
power steering, brakes
and air Nice clean car
65,000 miles 753-8121

PURDOMS
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC

Three bedroom house
with 41 1 acres on Bethel
Rd. 753 6940.

753 5315

kATA' CUSTOM MADE
CAB tNE TS, bookcases
centers
566hst..
±
teb!arn4d36710(
nt e
rn
R
ceou;son::

,arrIs9 19Call T r e Mon

GENERAL HOME
RE-PA1R . .15 years ex
perience Carpentry, con
crete, plumbing, roofing,
sliding NO JOB 10
SMALL. Free estimates
-Days 474 2359, nights 474
7276. • .

1969. volkswagon Beetle_
good motor, four new
tires, new muffler, AM
FM radio, exterior and in
tenor very clean. Ex.
cellent condition. Paris
901 642 7877
I

1973 InternationaL farm
truck 14 ft fiat bal price
52850.90. Call 751 8061
1979 Chevrolet Silverado
C-30 dually 19,000 miles,
equipped with all options,
excellent condition. Price
$4500.00. Also Case back
hoe 580-C used 70 hours.
Call 901-642 2911.
80 GMC Van conversion.
Fully cuitomized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
couch (converts into
bed), rally wheels,
custom paint and captains chairs. 13,000 miles
Reply to 753-5014.
51 CAMPERS
1976 GMC Midas motor
home 12 ft. long, excellent
condition. Sleeps six,
$9000.00. Call 247-4170
after 5:10 P.m.

Roy's Carpenter Shop
Custom cabinet's, wood
working, furniture repair,
formica, replace wood in
old cars. If its wood work
ing call 753 4124.

1981 Gri moto. excellent
condition S6a00 Call 753
5421 after 5 p.m

ROYSTER
& MCALPIN
WELL DR1LUNG
901-364-3476

painting

MOBILE HOME
REPAIR
Insulation
window and door under
pinning, tie down
coolseal, patio and porch
Free estimates NO JQB
TO SMALL 753 6973

1971 Delta Royale
Oldsmobile convertible
black with white top.
Gobd condition. Anxious
to sell immediately. Call
753 8050 between 1 and 5
P.m.

Rome For sale by owner, 52. BOATS & MOTORS
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
Boat 35 hp Johnson
condition, immediate
motor, electric start,
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 1400 tr/Iling motor, batteries,
depth finder other equip
sq. ft. living area. Fully
ment. Sold together or
carpeted. Phone Paducah
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111 separate. Call 753 9235
or after 5:00 p.m. 5547580. Ask for Ken Adams. SERVICES OFFERED
Must Sell house in Canter
bury. Priced to sell call
ROOFING
753 0738.
Ileit-ep & Shiagles
ofereaces. All work
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,'
111g sssss tied. Free
built-in appliances. Must
Istheetst. CM 759-1859
sell. $30,000. Call 489-2670.
sr 753-4,11 - - - -•
47 MOTORCYCLES
D&L Painting Large &
Small Jobs_ Experienced
Harley Davidson motor
painters reasonable
Electra
glide
cycle.
extra
Call now for free
sharp. Call Wayne prices.
estimate. 753 1901.
Darnell 753 9989.
1980 Honda Express like
new 720 mileS. Call 753
2615.
1975 350 Honda
combination road and
trail bike. Excellent
condition. C.a11,43 72744..
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Automobile mechanic
will do work on automatic
and all gasoline engined
trucks All work done
guaranteed Call 437 4546

46 HOMES FOR SALE
House for sale or rent.
753-0412.

We specialize in
never rust Plastic
Wells. Install water
lines and water
supply systems.

Concrete and blocks and
brick Basements, drive
ways, sidewalks and
storm, Laaar.S___213_
experience and free
estimates 753 5476

2

SOUSED TRUCKS

Alexander &pro( tink
Cleaning Vacuum lean
eCI from your dr tveway
Industrial residential or
cornmeri.ial, 74 hour ser
vice Call 753 5933

WELL
DRILUNG

1978 Oldsmobile Delta air,
full power, Cruise, AM
FM stereo 8 track Call
753 2813

1406W Mom

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim Aluminum trim
for buck houses Jack
Mover 753 1873

K & K Slump Removal
Do you need stump%
removed from yOor yaro
ieared at
or land
stumps' We can rerrove
Leaf Removal
below
Let T &
Stumps up to 24
D Landscaping A Lawn
.inu oni
the ground tea,
Maintenance take care of
sawdust and hips (an
this troublesome task
for free •rstimate firm
quickly and efficiently * erne 435 434.1 or .Bob
Free estimates 759 1913
Kemp Jr 4354U9
•
0
.
ne4.d,
Fence %Ales at Sears now
Call Sears 753 2)10 for
free estimate tor v^:.,

1975 Monte Carlo full
power. for sale or trade
Call 474 80410r 474 73.14

1

AU pour plum loin,.nd •.r
condittonsna moos A1%0
de carpentry. peontoto,
reeling and con(re,
* Allwork cent to sewer lion
753 9,72

P & D Lawn Service Mow
ing small tree and ned94
trimming
Free
Estimates 436 2997

1977 Camero good condi
tion 767 3843

1977 Olds Delta
door tocotty oV7ned

4RvicEs OFFER-ED

Appliance Service Give
us a call we repairem all
Dryers, washers,
refrigerators, stoves and
freezers 759 1322
Boy's Carpenter Shop
Custom cabinets, wood
working, furniture repair,
formica, replace wood in
old cars.-If its wood work
ing call 753 4124
Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and skill saws
Call 753 4656.
Johnson's, Electric. Corn
mercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing 753 7203
Aluminum Service
aluminum imj
Siding, custom
*cult. Reletences
Will 'Ed Bailey.
0689.

CO.,
vinyl
trim
Call
751

Misners Clean up Set
vice Yards, basements
and garages Clean up
and odd lobs Phone 751
8600 or 753 1881

APPLI4NCE SERVICE
KENMORE,
WHIRLPOOL.
WESTINGHOUSE
70
years experrericze. 8000y
Hopper. Bob's Applianc e
Servic e 703 5 511, St 753
4877 or 753 888e
Insulation blown in by
Sears Save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimate.
Asphait dr I VI.W.11% dflrl
parking lots waled by
Sears For free est,mate..
call 153 7310
Guttering-by Sears Sears
continuous gutter-s instail
end per your spec 111lions Call Sears 753 1110
for free estimate
MOBILE HOME
ANCHORS underpinning
roof's sealed, patio awn
ings, and house type roof'
for mobile homes 753
1873 Jack Glover
Steam cleaning portable
motors equipment shop
floors garages house
siding roofs tiler shake.
metal, mildew removing
Pierceall Cleaning 753
8148 /59 4471
Will remove dead or un
wanted trees Call for free
estimates before 2 30
753 5484
Carpet Cleaning C ii-in
odor -free carpet f
longer and smells akttilr
For free estimates cali
'Jeff's Carpet Cleaning
753 9826 xperien(
reliable
56 FREE COLUMN
Situation Wanted I will
be your cheerful family
pet, loving friend, loyal
house guardian I'm a
year old spayed ft'matt•
German Shepherd with
best referenr es Call
*Animal Shelter 759 4141
Between 9 1'1

Pow
.1.4_04011

Stalls
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Revolutionary New
Steel 5tove

HUTCH REBEL
Airtight and fireoricx
Cast iron doors Pier'
CbriStruction Your choicr• '
trim in Brass CoPOe'
or Nsckel TOO or rea,
•
mount
• collar
.
111•••••
41We:1.
.
‘111114
.
,„rrj1,114r1

1981 Yamaha XT 250 like
new $750.00. Call 1'527
0801.

WIN A
;FREE

C6untry Ham
Register At

CRASS FURNITURE
No

inn
bri( k 'Basements
driveways, sidewalks and
storm cellars 20 years
experience and free
;53 uy6
- -

Necess

U1611 DOOA
Andean re ir
311,- Pitt

---.001111a4)000
Avarlaile in II
77 30- 34 .
gills

Murray. Lumber Co
Inc.Murro
,K

I'

.1 It I HE Ml ItIt tl . K.

1.1.114.1
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Opera Workshop To Present
Mikado thing English Language

Obitugries
Jones Rites
In Chapel
Services for Mettle
A. -Jones will be at 2
p.m. Sunday at the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral
Home with the Rev.
Layne Shanklin officiating. -Burial_ will
follow in the Bazzell
Cemetery. '
Friends may call-at
the funeral home after
1 today.
Jones, 93, Rt. 1, Farmington, died Friday
at 1:15 a.m. at the,
Murray -Calloway
County Hospital.

iip"--"nring
1181111. II
Ihh

Both bungs and spoken
dialogue of "The Mikado," a
comic opera by Gilbert and
Sullivan -to be presented at
Murray State University Oct.
22-23-24, will be in English.

STUDENTS OF SOUTHWEST Calloway Elementary were entertained by country and western singer, Austin Church. He presented a
show of a variety of country and spiritual music with accompaniment by guitar and the students. Students were Church are; left to
right, first row, Valerie Barrett, Clint. Rollins, Kim Shelton and
Craig Steinburg, second row, Michael Manning, Andy Rickman and
Church.
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I
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ummtiomipmootiv
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1-,unwed by the Murray
State Opera Workshop, the
opera will begin at 8 p.m. on
each date in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre of the Price_
-Doyle Fine Arts Center. More
than 50 students are involved in
the production as leads, orchestra members or singers in
the chorus.
A collaboration of efforts by
three departments in the College of Creative Expression music,speech and theatre, and
art - the two-act opera involves, besides the Opera
Workshop directed by Dr. Carl
Rogers,the Murray State Sym-

phony Orchestra directed by
Neale B. Mason and a chorus
dircted by Dr. Irma H. Collins.
Choreography will be by Kathy
Charles, who teethes dance in
the Department of Speech and
Theatre.
Rogers described "The
Mikado," first produced at the
Savoy Theatre in London in
1885, as "one of the II106t
famous comic operas."
Costumes for the production
have been rented from a professional company in New York
City.
The opera is a collaboration
of two famous figures in Victorian England - William S.
Gilbert, satirist and humorist
poet, and Arthur Sullivan, the
best known and most gifted
English composer of the time.
Rogers gave this brief
description of the opera:

speak about "Strength
Various churches in vices and on "How's The Man!" with scrip- And Life Through
the area have an- Your Harvest?" with ture from II Samuel Christ" with scripture
nounced services and scripture from . 12:1-6 at the 10:45 a.m. from Acts 9:32-43 at
meetings for Sunday, Jeremiah 8:18-20 at services at First Chris- the 10:45 a.m. service
the 6 p.m. servi6e at tian Church.
Oct. 18,as follows:
and about "The
Margaret Boone will Revelation Of the Man
the Seventh and
Murray Nazarene
The Murray Church Poplar Church of direct the music with of Sin" with scripture
LOUISVILLE, Ky. proved to be more
Maxine Clark as
of the Nazarene will Christ.
H Thess. 2:1-12 at (AP)-The possibility destructive than last
from
Assisting in the ser- organist.
have "Old Timers'
the 7 p.m. service at of fire will worry state spring,he said. '
Assisting in the ser- the First Baptist forestry officials until
Day" for the services vices will be Ray KarThe Daniel Boone
at 10:45 a.m. and 6 raker, Jerry Bolls, vices will be Billie Church.
moist winter National Forest, with
and
cold
p.m. Sunday School Ken Farley, Joe Burton, David
The ordinance of weather grips the about 666,000 acres of
Thornton, Kim Eldredge, Harlan baptism will be state,an official said.
will be at 9:45 a.m.
federally-owned land,
The pastor, the Rev. Weatherford, Danny Hodges, Frances observed at both serRich Green of the in- suffered a loss of 8,000
Elmer V. Hughes,said Cleaver, Bob McKeel, Dana vices. Jack Wager, formation branch of acres in about 100 fires
all persons are invited Hargrove, Lorin Wat- Bullock, Jack Gibbs, deacon of the week, the Kentucky Division last year.
,
to wear their bib- son, Jim Wilson, Jack Betty Gore, Hester
Most fire losses in
illssist in the ser- of Forestry, said that
overalls, plaid shirts, Rose, Denny Jones, Gray, George Landolt,
officials are worried 1980 was felt in eastern
long dresses and sun- Jr., Jamie Potts, Sta'n Ann McKeel, Fred vices.Wayne Halley will now because of dry Oc- Kentucky, which cost
bonnets • to the ser- Simmons, Kenny Wells, Mr. and Mrs. direct the. music with tober weather. Fires the state some $740
vices. A hitching post Hoover, Phil Cannon, Del Fleming, Mrs, Joan Bowker as have burned 509 acres million in timberwill be available for Webb Caldwell, Wayne John Quertermous, organist and ,Allene
resource value titsi4he
any persons arriving Wilson, and Randy Dorothy Norris, Poi Knight as pianist. forest land in Ken- value added by
Lovell, and Corinne Tern Taylor Sill sing tucky this month.
by horse or carriage. Wright.
-manufacturing, Green
Bible study will be at McNutt.
The services will be
In some areas of the said.
solo at the morning
a
Sunday School will service.
conducted by oil lamps 9:45 a.m.
"Historically, the
state, "it's Seen one to
be at 9:30 a.m.
,and lanterns.
First Christian
Sunday School will two weeks since we've majority of our firesFirst Baptist
The sermon, "Give
The Rev. David C.
be at 9:30 a.m. and had rain,"said Green. about a third - come
-The Rev. Bill Whit- Church Training at 6
Me That Old Time Roos, pastor, will
"Things are getting from people burning
Religion," will be speak about "You Are taker, pastor, will p.m.
tense around here,just trash or weed spots',"
presented with the aid
in anticipation of what Green said. Winds
of An American Bible
could happen," he said then blow the fires out
Society Bible printed
in a phone interview on of control.
in 1886.
About 20 percent of
Thursday.
Locust Grove
"We're in a fire are incendiary, or
The Rev. Ercel
moderate drought deliberately set.
Carter will speak
Green says the
situation," he said.
about -The Gracious
"We're somewhat forestry division is
End of Christ's Misconcerned about hav- asking the y pablic to
sion In Our World"
ing a repeat of last take precautions. The
with scripture from
fall," when 1,883 fires law states that trash
Luke 19:10 at the 11
roared through 364,000 burning is prohibited
a.m. service at Locust
acres of privately- within 150 feet of
Grove Church of the
woods until after 4:30
owned forest land.
Nazarene, north of
Spring is usually the p.m.
Kirksey off Highway
Another 20 percent
worst time for fires,
299.
but fires last fall of the forest fires are
Dr. Dennis Poplin,
professor at Murray
State University, will
assist with the morning service and also at
1, Murray, Christina
10-12-81
the rally during SunRt. 1 Bx.294,
Brandon,
Newborn
Admissions
day School at 10 a.m.
Garner,
Omer
Almo,
Boy
Baby
Taylor,
worship
The evening
MurTerrace,
Fern
(Tammy), Rt. 2 Bx.
will be at 7 p.m.
Sanders,
0.
ray,
Annie
172A,
Wingo.
Special music will be
Hopkins, Baby Girl Rt. 1, Sedalia, Larry
presented at the ser), F2 Butler (expired), Rt.
(Sandra
vices.
6, Murray, Morrison C.
Southside Manor, Mur
First Methodist
Galloway (expired),
ay.
r
The Rev. Dr. Walter
Murray.
Dismissals
Jr.,
E. Mischke,
Jimmy W. Dowdy, Adults 157
minister, will speak
303 Chestnut, Murray, Nursery 10
about "A Pilgrim Peo10-13-81
Anna L. Urquahrt and
ple" with scripture
Baby Girl, 101 Pine,
NEWBORN
from Hebrews 11:8-16
L.
Jennifer
Murray,
ADMISSIONS
10:50
and
at the 8;40
Rhodes, Baby Girl
King and Baby Boy,
a.m. worship services
Rt.8 Box.475, Murray, (Janice), Rt. 2, Benat the First United
Annie Marie Thorne, ton.
Methodist Church.
Leslie, Baby Boy
Rt. 2 Bx. 127, Puryear,
Larrie Clark will
Debi
A.
'Thorne,
Tenn.,
Rt. 1, Bx.
(Sabrina),
sing a solo at the early
AWARDED SCHOLARSHIP - Freshman David Coicer, 502
270,
127,
Puryear,
Bx.
Murray.
2
Rt.
service. At the later
won
Air
a
ROTC
Force
four-year
Murray,
Whitnell,
scholarship at
Wimberly, Baby
Tenn., Bobby J. Page,
service the Chancel
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tenn.
1,
Girl
Henry,
(Stella), 625
Rt.
Choir, directed by
Gary Cooper, Cooper is majoring in electrical engineering. ConRussell Dowdy Jr., Wilson,Paris,Tenn.
Paul Shahan and Bea
gratulating Cooper is Lt. Col. Frank Christian, Air Force ROTC detachRt. 6, Murray, David
DISMISSALS
Farrell as organist,
ment commanding officer.
W. Smith, Rt. 8, Mtn,
Diane Jackson and
will sing.
ray,Paulette Orr,Pur- Baby Girl, 1101 Story,
. The Rev. Jimmy E.
year, Tenn., Jeannette Murray, Cindy Lynne
Stubbs, minister of
Orr,Puryear, Henley and Baby Girl,
Paulette
speak
will
evangelism,
Tenn., Jeannette Rt. 5, Mayfield, Donna
at the 7 p.m.services.
Doublin, Rt. 3, Marie Winders and
Church School will
Mayfield, Delbert Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
beat9:45 a.m.
Honchul, Rt. 2, Mur- Mansfield, Tenn.,
Memorial
The Murray High Harris, Suzanne Pit- First District Choral ray, Georgia L. Bur- Joeletta Woolfolk and
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell
White, pastor, will Mixed Chorus was one man, and Tiffany Teachers Association, ton, 310 S. 16th, Mur- Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Murwhich is a division of ray, Clarence I. Hor- ray, David L. Snyder,
speak at the 10:50 a.m. of 14 school .groups Taylor.
The evening's con- the Kentucky --Music ton,914 Coldwater Rd., Rt. 1, Hardin.
and 7 p.m. worship participating 'in the
Samuel Chaise
services at the 11th Annual First cert consisted of Educators Associa- Murray.
Lottie Trevathan, Harp, 1102, Doran,
Memorial Baptist District Chorus "Gloria in Excelsis" tion.
700, Murray, Murray, Matthew
Church. Claude,Miller, Festival Tuesday, Oct. by Vivaldi, "Choose
John 4alters, St. Rt. 7 Bx.
Rt. Thomas Steen. Rt. 1
McCallon.
Esther
a
Like
Something
week,
the
of
13.
deacon
Louis, Mo. was guest
The all-day festival Star," by Thompson; conductor for the day's
and Tom Holderby will
closed with an evening "Ching A Ring Chaw," festival. 'Walters has
assist in the services.
Milton Gresham will concert in the Univer- by Copland; "Jesus, been an adjudicator
direct the music with sity Student Center Jesus, Rest Your and choral clinician
Head," by Chris- throughout the
Margaret and Michael Ballroom.
Students par- tiansen; and "Good Midwest for the past
Wilkins as accompanists. Special ticipating from Mur- Night," by Manney. In twenty-five years.
music will be by the ray High were, ninth addition to the chorus Presently, Walters is
Sanctuary . Choir and grade-Leslie Franklin, numbers performed president of Shattinger
by Rob and Anne James Kendall, David by the four hundred Music Company, a
Pace, Susie Tharpe, voice choir, Callow-ay retail sheet music
Lough.
Church Teaching Leila . Umar, and County Lakers Choir store in St. Louis,
will be at 9:40 a.m. and Jeannette Williams; sang two selections. Mlstouri.
Church Training at 6 10th grade, Lee Ann The Calloway Choir
Carol- Moore, masic.
BabbIr
varrett, "*as directed by director'
of fültdi
Julie- Biker, 'Dianna Lavaughn Wells. Gret7th & Poplar
John Dale will speak Boone, Lita Carson, . chen Wilcox, Murray County High School
about "Fresh Fish For Amy Ross, and Sheila High student, perform- served as pianist for
Sale Today" with Vickers; 11th grade, ed a Baeirselection on the day.
800 Chestiel
Picku Truck
Jean Bowker is the
scripture from Mat- Gretchen Wilcox,; 12tli her violin.thew 5:1042 at the 8:30 grade, Bill Boone,
The choral activity -director of the MiirraY
and 10:40 a.m. ser- Kevin Cole, Tonya , was sponsored by the High Mixed Chorus

It takes place in a mythical
Japanese town named Titipu,
btd the Japanese setting is actually on incidental to the whole
point of the opera, which is to
satirize and poke full at certain
kinds of people and institutions
that can be found anywhere pompous and pretentious individuals of all kinds, the occasional ineptness of high public
officials and the element of the
ridiculous that can often be
found in anyone's everyday
life.
Tickets for the production
are $3 each for the public and 82
each for students with identification cards. University
Theatre season tickets are also
good for admission.
Anyone wishing to make a
reservation may call the
University Theatre box office
at(502)767-6797.

Officials Will Worry About
Fire Possibility Until Winter
caused by such things
as the mishandling of
matches and cigarettes, and dumping
ashtrays out of cars
onto the niadside.
The remaining 25

percent of the fires are
caused by such things
as using equipment in
woods that don't have
spark arresters or
sparks from passing
trains.

Campaign Workers
Named For Reeves
Ray Reeves, cantrir First
didate
District senate seat,
has announced the
various iairmen for
ign.
his c
H orzary chairmen
will be Max Hurt and
C.T. Winslow.
Campaign chairman
is Phil Myers,
Mayfield. County
chairmen arq Robert
Lough, Calloway; Abby Phillips, Graves;
Dr. Mark Owens,
Fulton; Dorothy
House, Rickman; and
Dorothy Brandt, Carlisle.
The treasurer is Bill
Fandrich. Hunt Smock
is the finance chairman. Lucy Morgan
Wright is the press
secretary.
On Thursday,

Reeves addressed
Muria3tion
Association at the
Murray Middle School:
Reeves said he felt
Blue Cross-Blue Shield
coverage was "inadequate at this time."
The candidate also
said, in his opinion,
two in-service days
should not have been
dropped by the state
board.
Reeves said the
"rumor" that the
kindergarten program
statewide would be
dropped "was just a
rumor," according to
information supplied
to him.
He also sought feedback on 'alternative
methods" to raise
revenue for the
schools.

Hospital Report

Chorus Participates
In First District Festival

Bx. 214, Dexter, Betty (Charolette),P.O. Bx.
E. Reed, P.O. Bx. 105, 15, Gilbertsville.
Davis, Baby Girl
Murray, Mark T.
Smith, Rt. 5 Bx. 123, (Kathryn), 502 Pine,
Mayfield, Romona B. Murray.
DISMISSALS
Cone, Rt. 2, Benton,
Diana R. Foster, C5
Carol A. Garner, 1503
Southside Manor,MurMildred, Murray.
Roger L. Whitley, ray, Laura Ann Baker,
Rt. 2, Mayfield, Retha Rt. 2, Murray, Wanda
J. Hudgins, Rt. 4 Bx.'Jean Peal and Baby
435, Paris, Tenn., Girl, 515 Shady Lane,
James Tyrone Morris, Murray, Donna E.
Woods Hall, Murray, Clark and Baby Boy,
Sarah A. Parrish, Bx. Bx. 2603 Univ. Sat.,
31, New Concord, Murray.
Joyce I. Kelley, 1319
Michael G. Schmidt,
261 Rue, Bonne Terre, Roberson, Murray,
Mo., Alice F. Key, Rt. Juanita L. Pritchett,
1 Bx.212,Farmington. Rt. 1, Dexter, Robert
John William D. Thornton, Rt. 6 Bx.
Buchanan, 302 S. 5th, 334, Mayfield, Gracie
Murray, Fannie H. Lue Harper, P. 0. Bx.
Poe, Rt. 5 Bx. 335, 56, Dexter, Martha A.
Murray, Paul W. Pur- Jackson, 1313 Poplar,
vis, Rt.6 Bx. 150, Mur- Murray, Tim J. Foust,
ray, Ivan L. Rudy, 216 Rt. 4, Bx. 264, Paris,
Harvey Ct., St. Ber- Tenn.
Coel Compton Jr.,
nard, Ohio, Louise
Buckingham,P.O. Bx.. Rt. 2 Bx. 149A, Mur333, Murray, Ira G. ray, Ludie A. Kemp,
Morgan (expired), Bx. P. 0. Bx. 1328, Paris,
Tenn., Elizabeth
35,Hazel.
Oliver, Rt. 8 Bx. 820,
Murray, James
Rupert Phillips, Rt. 3
Adults 158
Bx. 183, Murray, Mary
Nursery 9
Josephine Parker, Rt.
10-14-81
1, Puryear, Tenn., IrNEWBORN
ma B. Bucy, Rt. 2,
ADMISSIONS
Burkeen, Baby Girl Puryear,Tenn.
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All 1981 VW Diesel Rabbits, Trucks And Sedans

lo Stock

Thru Oct. 31
Highest MPG In America 4th Year In A Row

Carroll VW
Memrf,k.
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